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INLUCETUA

In Thy Light
Healing the Body and the Soul

D

URING jESUS' MINISTRY ON EARTH, HE

healed the sick and eased the burdens
of the suffering. When he sent the
disciples out into the world, he charged them
to proclaim the good news and "Cure the
sick, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers, cast
out demons" (Matthew 10:8). The church
throughout history has tried to sustain this
ministry of healing by building hospitals
and by working for justice for the poor and
dispossessed, as well as through untold individual acts of compassion for the sick and
tormented.
Yet the connection between faith and
healing is sometimes overlooked. Since the
Enlightenment, the work of physical, bodily
healing has become the task of medical professionals, and this profession is a field of scientific
inquiry, grounded in scientific method and
rationalism. To many doctors, faith is a personal matter, perhaps a source of comfort to
their patients, but not their primary concern.
Even Christians sometimes assume that
their ministry of healing should focus on the
soul and that they should leave caring for the
body-"real healing"-to the doctors. It's
almost a bit unseemly to expect so much of
our faith, to think that it has something to
contribute in the real world of disease and
illness. Stories of charlatan faith healers who
prey on the most vulnerable are never far from
mind. And some Christians have as much suspicion of the doctors as doctors have of faith.
The mirror image of the fake faith healer is
the arrogant man of science convinced that
his knowledge gives him the right to play God
over matters of life and death.

But faith and healing cannot be separated,
and attempts to do so harm both patient and
caregiver. No wound is only to the body, and no
illness is merely physical. Health care professionals cannot bring complete healing if they try to
cure the body while ignoring the whole person,
and a Christian ministry of healing that provides
only emotional support without relieving physical pain and suffering is a pale imitation of the
ministry of Jesus.
The essays in this issue explore this sometimes complicated relationship between the
professional practice of medicine and the ministry of healing. In "The Calling of Nursing,"
Christoffer Grundmann chronicles the historical development of the modern nursing
profession beginning with its roots in the nineteenth century Christian Deaconess movement.
In "Foundations for Spiritual Care," Z. Ann
Schmidt, Nola A. Schmidt, and Janet M. Brown
show that the tasks of caring for the body and
the soul cannot be so easily separated. They urge
health care professionals to be as responsive to
their patients' spiritual needs as to their physical
needs.
In "Can My Mind Heal Me?" Daniel
Boerman examines the psychological technique of cognitive therapy and considers how
Christians might respond to a treatment that
can bring about real healing for those who suffer but does so based on ideas about the human
mind and soul with which many Christians cannot agree. Finally, in "The Paper Eater," Gary
Fincke's latest contribution to The Cresset, we
find a young man who is learning that we are all
vulnerable and in need of healing and that our
wounds take many forms.
Those who practice the art of medicine and
the ministry of healing do work that strengthens
both individuals and communities. They restore
the sick to health and embrace those who otherwise might be neglected or ignored. Their work
is a witness to the life-giving spirit of God, for in
the doctor and the nurse-in anyone who cares
for the sick and suffering-we see embodied the
image of a God of mercy and comfort. f
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The Calling of Nursing

Christoffer H. Grund mann

T

HE ADVENT OF PROFESSIONAL NURSING

is a fairly recent phenomenon in history. This is a remarkable achievement
in human civilization, since the profession of
nursing defies natural instinct. It is perfectly
natural to care for one's own kin in times of
sickness or when they have become too frail to
care for themselves due to age or physical or
mental challenges. It is anything but natural to
do so for those outside one's very own family
and clan. What is natural instead is to instinctively shun suffering and wailing. It is also
only natural to dissociate oneself from failing
life, from dying, and death, as is so powerfully
expressed by Velma Wallis in her novel Two
Old Women. 1 The altruism we encounter in our
health-care system whenever we visit a doctor's office or a hospital or when we decide to
join "the largest of the health-care professions"
(Lynaugh and Brush 1996, 73) by becoming a
nurse is-again-anything but normal. 2 And,
honestly, who really wants always to face the
wretchedness and misery of human life in hospitals and nursing homes, in insane asylums
and hospices, in neglected family homes and
struggling communities? Who can really want
to endure these conditions at the expense of
constantly suppressing one's own feelings and
emotions? It is important for all persons in the
profession-as it is for all of society-consciously to acknowledge this. Otherwise a

proper understanding of the particular challenge of nursing will not be gained. 3
The occupational prestige that nursing has
today is also of very recent origin. The task
of assisting strangers too sick to manage their
private daily routines themselves-eating,
drinking, and bodily cleanliness-and to keep
them company always has required robust
personalities. It asks for people strong nerved
enough to handle the sometimes quite disgusting care of wounds and to attend to the
hygiene of the private parts. 4 Until about a century ago, nursing was practiced only in private
homes. Families unable to provide care for their
sick hired persons somehow skilled in nursing
and compensated for these services in kind
with food, drink, lodging, and-only occasionally-cash. The nursing appointment often
lasted only days or weeks, bur also could be
extended provided the means for remuneration
were there. One frequently in-demand nursing service was, of course, the care for pregnant
and nursing women, but once the child was
born and the mother strong and well, once the
patient recovered or died, the nurse's employment and income ceased until she was called for
assistance elsewhere (see Rever by 1987). The
nursing attendants of old, thus, depended heavily on neighborhood and physicians' referrals.
Both their reputation and their income were
determined by success and public acceptance.

This essay is an abridged version of the first section of the Rae M. Huegl i Lecture, delivered by the author
on 9 October 2009 to the College of Nursing, Va lparaiso University. This selection focuses on the historical
development of the profession of nursing. The text of the complete lecture can be obtained by contacting
The Cresset offices at cresset@valpo.edu.
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Literary characters, for instance Mrs.
Sarah Gamp and Mrs. Betsey Prig in Charles
Dickens's 1844 novel Martin Chuzzlewit, represent average nurses in the pre-Nightingale
days quite faithfully. In a preface to the novel
written years later and obviously in response
to particular criticisms, Dickens explicitly remarked: "I have taken every available
opportunity of showing the want of sanitary
improvements in the neglected dwellings of
the poor. Mrs. Sarah Gamp was ... a fair representation of the hired attendant on the poor
in sickness .... Mrs. Betsey Prig was a
fair specimen of a Hospital Nurse"
(Dickens 1987, Preface, XV;
see also Metz 2001, 268283 and Summers 1989).
It is highly instructive
that in 1888 one of the
very first issues of the

enormous social challenges of his day caused by
the Industrial Revolution. Another of his goals
was to help unmarried women find a respectable ca;:eer, so the Deaconesses, who all lived
in celibacy, wore the dress and bonnet of married women of the day, the bonnet which later
became the nurse's cap (Dolan 1968, 264-265;
Ellis and Hardey 2008, 15 5-156; Kalisch and
Kalisch 1995, 79-84).
The Deaconesses lived in a "Morherhouse,"
an order-like community with a spiritual regimen, and were supervised by an aristocratic
spinster. The students received basic education in the arts and sciences as well
as in housekeeping and also in
medicine, the latter being
taught by a licensed physician. Once consecrated
-:; "D eaconesses"h
t ey went
out to work in hospitals, families, and in
British Nursing Record,
parishes but continued
a journal founded to
to live in the "Motherherald groundbreaking
house" which not only
changes in nursing and
guided their work and
nursing education, used
the image of Mrs. Gamp
provided them with
a nominal allowance,
as the stereotype to illusbut also fostered their
trate the disgusting and
lifelong spiritual discidark past of a profession
pline and devotion. 7 All
which by then had become
somewhat reputable due to
Betsey Prig and Sarah Gamp. An illustration
these elements togetherfor Dickens's Martin Chuzzlewit.
decorum, education, medical
concern for cleanliness and
training, spiritual nurture, frugal
nobility. 5
lifestyle, personal commitment, and compehat brought about change in the
tent leadership by people of high social
standing-were instrumental in raising the
nineteenth century? First of all,
it was the Deaconess movement,
occupational prestige of the profession, and
since Kaiserswerth Deaconesses were also rakwhich formed in 1836 in Kaiserswerth (near
Dusseldorf, Germany) under the leadership of
ing up work in other parts of the world, mainly
Pastor Theodor Fliedner ( 1800-1864) and his
the Near East 8 and the US, 9 the idea spread
wife Friederike (1800-1842). The Fliedners ran
beyond local confines. Florence Nightingale
visited Kaiserswerth twice; 10 the second time
an educational institution for training young
she participated in a three-month educational
women as "Protestant attendants" for "deserving" poor, orphaned children, and the sick.
course, as she did later also in Paris (18 53)
6
These women were soon called "Deaconesses,"
with the Sisters of Charity. While she held
Kaiserswerrh in high esteem as her "spiritual
indicating Fliedner's conscious attempt to revive
home," she judged that the nursing of the sick
an ancient Christian ministry of solidarity with
there was not on par with like institutions of
the needy and poor in order to cope with the

W
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the day in London or Paris (Donahue 1996,
200; Bostridge 2008, 145-146).
It was Florence Nightingale's (1820-1910)
ability for keen observation, her talent to see
matters in context, her systematic approach to
nursing by painstaking record keeping-besides
her commitment to practical nursing itself and
her tireless advocacy in both writing and student formation for skilled nursing work-that
made her the founder of professional nursing. 11
In her Notes on Nursing, she programmatically
turned the task of attending the sick from a
charitable, well-intended waiting upon suffering people into a pro-active initiative to ease
pain and respond to the immediate needs of
the ill. In addition to practicing these skills, she
urged nurses to create an atmosphere conducive to patients' recovery by paying attention
to overall environmental details, such as the
room's ventilation, cleanliness, lighting, and
quiet (Nightingale 1860; also see McDonald
2004, 17-19). And she was plain spoken, too.
Her Notes on Hospitals opens with the blunt
and pointed remark: "It may seem a strange
principle to enunciate as the very first requirement in a Hospital that it should do the sick no
harm" (1863, Preface, iii).
8
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Nightingale's "Nurses Training School"
founded at St. Thomas Hospital, London, in
1860-though not the first of its kind 12served as the model for numerous similar
institutions around the world. The first such
institution in the United States did not open
until 1873 when three opened in rapid succession: the first at Bellevue Hospital in New York,
the second as the independent Connecticut
Training School in New Haven, and, finally,
the Boston Training School for Nurses (see
Bostridge 2008). 13 The training the students
received in these schools, which by the turn
of the twentieth century numbered no less
than 432 (Donahue 1996, 273-280; quote
324), was akin to that offered at Kaiserswerth.
The nursing students were initially trained not
just for work in hospitals but also for work
in families, with the poor, and as teachers for
youngsters.
Still, the occupational prestige of nursing,
which had to do not only with competence and
skill in actual nursing but also-and much the
more so-with the social background of the
average nurses, was poor. "Let it cease to be a
disgrace to be called a nurse;" the English phy-

JOIN THf NAVY NURSE CORPS
APPLY AT YOUR RfD CROSS RECRUITING STATION

sician and advocate for quality nursing Edward
Henry Sieveking (1816-1904) wrote in The
Englishwoman's Magazine in 1852, " ... let the
terms of nurse and gin-drinker no longer be
convertible; let us banish the Mrs. Gamps to
the utmost of our power; and substitute for
them clean, intelligent, well-spoken, Christian
attendants upon the sick" (quoted in Summers
1989, 365). Efforts to raise public prestige
were also pursued on the American continent.
The influential editor of the then very popular
Go dey's Lady's Book, Sarah J. Hale ( 1788-1879)
of Philadelphia, in 1871 published an article in her periodical entitled "Lady Nurses"
(Sherbrooke 1985). A champion of women's
education, Ms. Hale opened her article tellingly: "Much has been ... said of the benefits
that would follow if the calling of sick nurse
were elevated to a profession which an educated lady might adopt without a sense of
degradation, either on her own part or in the
estimation of others"; and further: "The 'graduate nurse' would in general estimation be as
much above the ordinary nurse of the present
day as the professional surgeon ... is above the
barber-surgeon of the last century." However,
the profession's struggle for proper recognition
and prestige was far from over, despite the fact
that around those years the public image of
nursing received a powerful boost from a very
different quarter. In this time of armed conflict
and war, nursing wounded soldiers became a
patriotic virtue: "Become a nurse: Your country needs you!"
Florence Nightingale was well known for
her service in the barracks hospitals on the
battlefields of the Crimean War (1853-1856).
And years before the first formal training
schools were opened in the US, numerous
volunteers-both male and female-served as
nurses in the Civil War (1861-1865). 14 Henry
Dunant (1828-1910) founded the Red Cross
in 1863, partly because of the trauma he suffered witnessing the carnage of the battle of
Solferino ( 18 59). The new organization counted
the senior Swiss army general Henri Dufour
(1787-1875) among its five constitutive committee members (Bossier 1985, Moorehead

1998, Dunant 1986). The two world wars of
the twentieth century (World War I, 19141918; World War II 1939-1945) and multiple
other armed conflicts occurring thereafterKorea (1950-1953), Vietnam (1959-1975)
and the GulfWar (1990-1991)-also contributed to shaping the profession.
While armed conflicts increased the overall reputation of nursing services, they also left
their mark on nursing itself in, for instance,
the uniforms, the hierarchical structure, and
the organization of practical nursing, especially in hospitals, and, of course, in the often
very annoying way in which nurses-and physicians alike-have the patients under their
command (Ellis and Hartley 208, 134-140).
The impact of war and armed conflict on nursing was so crucial that it could be said that
"Nursing is warfare, and the nurses are soldiers" (Malka 2007, 13). and also: "War is the
father of modern nursing" (Nickels 1985).
As for the occupational prestige of the nursing profession today, a Harris poll of "Most
Prestigious Occupations" conducted in August
2009 is highly instructive. It found that nurses
rank fourth (after firefighters, scientists, and
medical doctors) with a 56 percent approval
rating in the public eye. This ranking placed
nurses above teachers (sixth), clergy (eighth),
members of Congress (twelfth), and well ahead
of bankers whose profession ranked nineteenth
(in a list of twenty-three) and who scored a
public approval rating of only 16 percent!
(The Harris Poll, 4 August 2009). However,
regarding actual job satisfaction things look
somewhat different. According to a study of
two-hundred professions summarized in the
Wall Street journal in January 2009, Registered
Nurses (RNs) rank 149'h in job satisfaction,
while their licensed practical colleagues (LPNs)
come in at 184'" (Needleman 2009; also see
Careercast 2009).
lot has changed, indeed, since the
days of Ms. Sarah Gamp and the early
days of professional nursing. The once
famous nurse's cap has vanished, as can be seen
by comparing the cover of the first edition of

A
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Kalisch & Kalisch The Advance of American
Nursing of 1978, which depicted nurses intraditional dresses and caps, with the third edition of 1995, which presents a nurse dressed
on one side of her body in a lab coat with a
stethoscope around her neck and on the other
side in a business suit and carrying a briefcase.
Also telling is the poster for 2009's "Nursing
Week" which shows that what once was the
responsibility of an identifiable individual is
now handled by a team of highly specialized
professionals.
Both nurses' education and their social
standing have changed dramatically, as have
their places of work. Formal nursing training in the US was established in the second
half of the nineteenth century as a hospitalbased education. Surprisingly, until well into
the twentieth century, only a fraction of
trained nurses actually went on to work in
hospitals . Lynaugh and Brush point out that
"Three-quarters of all graduate nurses in the
1920s and early 1930s were concentrated in
the private duty market, working either in
patients' homes or as 'specials' for patients
requiring hospitalization . These graduate
nurses were paid by the patients they cared
for, usually on a daily or weekly basis. It was
student nurses who were the mainstay workforce for hospitals; graduate nurses' work was
not intrinsically linked to the hospital ward
until the 1940s" (Lynaugh and Brush 1996,
1; see also Rosenberg 1987; Long and Golden
1989). However, private graduate nurses were,
up until the late 1960s, frequently contracted
to care for hospital patients needing unusual
attention or post-operative supervision. Only
after the Medicare/Medicaid legislation of
1965, did hospitals become the all defining
focus for most graduate nurses. Under the
Regional Medical Programs, nurses received
government-funded special training for intensive or critical-care units which opened in
significant numbers of hospitals at that time,
thus offering specialized nursing careers which
have increased ever since. 15
The year 1965 also marks the beginning
of a new kind of nursing education emerg-

ing alongside hospital run nursing schools
scattered all over the country. 16 With the
introduction of the Medicare/Medicaid programs paid for by public funds, health-care
and hospital access were opened to the elderly
(i.e., those over sixty-five) and the poor, leading to a heightened demand for nurses. To
meet this need, the federal government supported two initiatives that caused a drift away
from classical training sites (see Kalisch and
Kalisch 1995, 432-434, 446-452; Lynaugh
and Brush 1996 12-14; 42-46): associate
degree programs through community colleges
(in existence since 1952 but now receiving
more attention, see Lynaugh and Brush 1996,
49; Lenburg 1975) and new incentives toward
obtaining a baccalaureate degree in four-year
colleges. These changes recognize the ever
rising mental and intellectual challenges of
nursing work in the complex reality of the
hospital world today where the demands of
patients and their families have to be reconciled with the demands of evidence-based case
management and the expectations and interests of other stakeholders in the health-care
delivery system, be they medical institutions,
professional organizations, licensing bodies, or
hospital corporations trying to break even or
make profits (Lynaugh and Brush 1996, 73) .
Mindful of the impressive changes and the
remarkable developments that have taken place

within the nursing profession, one wonders
why many of those in the profession continue
to stress the need to enhance the image of
nursing, as, for instance, Carol Huston does
in her book Professional Issues in Nursing published as recently as 2006. Huston states that
"[m]ore efforts must be made to improve the
public's image of nursing" because the nursing profession, she asserts, has been "unable to
effectively change public perceptions regarding
professional nursing roles and behaviors" (99).
The Harris poll referred to above indicates that
public perceptions of the nursing profession
are better than Huston realizes, but Huston's
call is indicative of the concerns that continue
to exist inside the profession (71) .
Great things have been achieved and great
strides have been made, yet there remains unease
among nurses regarding their profession's reputation and role and the education that leads to
the professional practice of nursing. f

Christoffer H. Grundmann is John R. Eckrich
University Professor in Religion and the Healing
Arts at Valparaiso University.
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Notes
1. Another novel, this time set within the context of
Japanese culture, is Gail Tsukiyama's The Samuarai's
Garden. For Japanese cultural attitudes toward sickness, especially leprosy see: Ninomiya 1996 and Sato
and Narita 2003.
2. The debate on altruism in animals by sociobiologists and in evolutionary biology has yet to
prove that there really is such a quality. What we
know about unselfish behavior so far relates to
comparatively small cohorts only and to relatively
close-knit kinship relations in humans and nonhuman animals. For some of the more recent literature in English on this topic see: Dugatkin 2006,
Fletcher and Doebeli 2006, Lehmann and Keller
2006, Okasha 2005, Rosenberg, A. 1992, Wilson
and Dugatkin 1992, and Uyenoyama and Feldman

1992.
3. Canadian born Sir William Osler (1849-1919),
the first professor of medicine at the newly established Johns Hopkins Hospital (1889) and later
Regius Professor of Medicine at Oxford, UK, when
addressing the 1891 graduating class of nurses at
Johns Hopkins made a similar observation saying:
"Nursing as an art to be cultivated, as a profession to
be followed, is modern; nursing as a practice originated in the dim past, when some mother among
the cave-dwellers cooled the forehead of her sick
child with water from the brook, or first yielded to
rhe prompting to leave a well-covered bone and a
handful of meal by the side of a wounded man left
in the hurried flight before an enemy" (Osler 1932,

156).
4. For further study of this topic see: Holmes, Perron,
and O'Byrne 2006, Alavi 2005, and Miller 2004.

5. On this publication see Lorentzon 2004. On the
comparison in question see Summers 1989.
6. Pastor Fliedner did not name the trainees
"Deaconesses" at first due to a charge by the then
Prussian King Friedrich Wilhelm III (1770-1840)
who objected that women were to become bearers
of a tide of a Church ministry who do work in nonChurch ministries (Greschat 1998).
7. For the impact of the Deaconess movement on
the British Isles in those days see Stanley 1854 and
Bostridge 2008, 96-103.
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8. Kaiserswerth Deaconesses began working in
Jerusalem, Palestine in 18 51, in Smyrna (lzmir), in
the then Ottoman Empire, now Turkey, in 1853, in
Constantinople and Alexandria, Egypt, in 1857, and
in Beirut, Lebanon in 1860.
9. Deaconesses took up work in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania in 1849. Pastor Fliedner himself
accompanied the first group of four to their new
place of work among the immigrants.

10. The visits took place in 1850 and 1851 according
to the archive at Kaiserswerth. These years conflict,
however, with the statement by Patricia Donahue
(1996, 200) who gives 1847 as the year of these visits; see also Bostridge 2008, 142-160.

11. The telling tide of the 1999 report of the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations reads: Florence Nightingale: Measuring
Hospital Care Outcomes.

12. The St. John's House in London was founded
in 1840. And the Quaker Elizabeth G. Fry (17801845) not only was engaged in campaigning for
prison reforms but also founded the Institute for
Nursing Sisters (Society of Protestant Sisters of
Charity), who received nursing training in St. John's
House (see Summers 1989, 372-373; Donahue
1996, 187-191; Bostridge 2008, 97-99).
13. For the history of early schools for nursing in
the US and Canada see Kalisch & Kalisch 1995,
57-84.
14.

Famous names to be mentioned here are
Dorothea Lynde Dix, Clara Barton, Louisa May
Alcott, Mother Bickerdyke (Mary Ann Ball), Hariet
Tubman, Sojourner Truth, and Walt Whitman, the
poet and outstanding male nurse of his day. For a
more detailed list of some of these names see Ellis
and Hardey 2008, 136 (for a more extensive treatment see Donahue 1996, 242-264; Kalisch and
Kalisch 1995, 38-56).

15. By 1969 at least 50% of general hospitals in
the US had some kind of such a unit. (Lynaugh and
Brush, 1996, 35, see also 3, 41, 52ff). But until
about that time the general rule was: "If a patient
was critically ill, the family would try to hire a private duty nurse if they could find and afford one"
(ibid. 33).

16. There were a total of 1,100 of these according to
Lynaugh and Brush 1996, 11.

Foundations for Spiritual Care
Acts of Affection, Love, and Concern by Nurses and
Other Health Care Providers
Z. Ann Schmidt
Nola A. Schmidt
Janet M. Brown

A

HOSPITAL CHAPLAIN WAS INVITED TO

deliver a paper about creating, in a
hospital setting, a culture where spiritual care is embraced. She confessed to a colleague that she was not sure how to begin. He
responded, "Just tell the audience what you do
here at the hospital-and you'll be doing it!"
Somehow that seemed too simple; however,
it turned out to be the best place to start. If
nurses and other health care providers are not
convinced from their hearts that there is an
extensive role for spirituality in a healthcare
setting, and act that way, they will not go out of
their way to provide spiritual care. Even health
care providers who agree about the importance
of spirituality sometimes find that it is hard to
act because they feel shy or timid about raising
"personal" issues such as faith. The Dalai Lama,
whose faith and compassion precede his physical presence, has repeatedly said, "Real care of
the sick does not begin with costly procedures,
but with the simple gifts of affection, love, and
concern" (Dalai Lama 2006, i). The purpose of
this paper is to describe how acts of affection,
love, and concern by nurses and other health
care providers are foundational to the provision
of spiritual care.
When individuals seek health care, whatever the setting, they bring spiritual issues along
with their health issues. Spiritual issues are the

things that cause patients to "squinch" between
their eyes. Health care providers know what
"squinch" is. It is the wrinkle between the eyes
that gets really deep. It is the pain ofthe soul, the
cry ofthe heart that no pain medicine can cover.
The "squinch" calls nurses to sit with patients,
hold their hands, and spend time with them.
But other demands, such as physical care and
documentation, tug their hearts in other directions. Nurses at the bedside caring for patients
with spiritual needs understand the importance
of treating patients as holistic beings (O'Brien
2008; Schmidt and Mauk 2004; Shelley and
Miller 2006; Umbreit and Umbreit 2002). Soul
pain cannot be alleviated with a morphine drip,
and a breaking heart cannot be mended without
loving care. Healthcare providers can demonstrate affection, love, and concern through
authentic expressions involving touch, prayer,
and presence.

Touch
hospital volunteer once described her
tears as she was being prepared for brain
surgery. The surgeon, who was about to
explain the first step of the procedure, paused to
dry her tears with his handkerchief She revealed,
"Then I knew I would be alright, whatever happened. He cared about me." Similarly, when a

A
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cardiologist explained to a patient and her husband the possible outcomes after a heart catheterization, he put his hand on hers as he calmly
explained open-heart surgery. The patient
reported, "This touch made the difference that
Xanax could not."
Nurses must be open to their perceptions,
the perceptions of their patients, and "the
between." "The between" is experienced when
one turns to another offering authentic presence and allowing the authentic presence of the
other (Buber 1958). In the previous example,
the authentic selves of the surgeon and the
patient created healing in "the between." The
touch was both physical and metaphysical. The
surgeon's wiping of her tears provided physical
contact and his authentic presence touched her
heart. This was an act of reciprocity whereby
each saw the other as a person rather than as
an object.

Prayer

W

hen visiting a colleague who was hospitalized, a respected surgeon shared
a copy of a talk that he gave at his
Temple about the Mi Shebe'rach prayer that he
prays each morning. This is a prayer for healing,
a prayer for the renewal of body and the renewal
of spirit. In his version, before the prayer for
others, he prays for health care providers to
have the strength and courage to make their
lives a blessing. One of the authors has stood
at the bedside of a patient when this surgeon
was about to operate. He prayed this prayer and
indeed became a blessing and an instrument of
healing.
A woman, waiting outside the intensive care
unit where her daughter lay, eagerly approached
a chaplain whom she had met sixteen years ago
when a family member died. She told the chaplain about her daughter who had been without
speech and movement for four weeks. The
daughter had improved to the point of being
able to be positioned in a reclining chair. The
woman, with silent tears running down her
face, told the chaplain that, "I knew I could
16
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go home without fear and leave my daughter
in the ICU because a nurse stayed in the room
while I prayed with my daughter." This act
demonstrated affection, love, and concern. The
nurse stayed while the mother prayed, joining in
the ''Amen'' with her whole being. When she
finished, the mother asked if the nurse was a
woman of faith. The nurse replied, "Yes and I
pray for my patients every night when I leave
here." The woman told the chaplain, "I knew
everyone gave her good care, but now I know
that they really care about her. "The simple act
of joining in prayer was an authentic sharing of
self and created an environment where spiritual
healing occurred.
In the same way, when one of the authors
was hospitalized, a health care provider who was
performing a diagnostic test said, "You're always
praying with us. Is anyone praying with you?"
Then, the health care provider offered a beautiful
prayer, asking for God's blessings for health and
healing, right down to the last corpuscle. After
she prayed, she revealed that she often does not
pray aloud for people. She worries that it might
disturb patients or cause them worry. Instead,
she prays silently for patients during testing.
She shared that, "God still blesses them."
When the authentic expression of prayer
occurs, individuals are consciously invoking
God's presence to "the between." Prayer, which is
as unique as the individual who prays, can be an
expression of gratitude for abundant blessings or
intercessions for those in need (O'Brien 2008).
"The words are not important, only the feeling
in the heart" (Umbreit and Umbreit 2002, 41).
Prayer involves reciprocity because it requires
listening to God's response. Many patients and
health care providers have experienced prayer as
an unexplainable source of power and healing
(Mauk, Russell, and Schmidt 2004).

Presence

H

ealth care providers are eager to touch
patient's hearts. Because they do care
and do want to share in healing, they
pursue careers in health care. Many pray for the

courage to make their lives a blessing to those
in need, to fulfill the Biblical mandate to feed
the hungry, visit the sick, comfort the dying,
to clothe the naked, and to free the captive.
Presence is greater than therapeutic communication because it is not restricted to the notion
of sending and receiving messages in verbal and
nonverbal forms. Presence has been described as
listening with a loving heart (O'Brien 2008).
In many health care organizations, it is
standard practice to let patients and families
know the names of team members who will be
providing their care. Nurses often tell patients
about various interdisciplinary team members,
extolling the contributions that each will make.
However, when nurses are uncomfortable discussing spiritual care, they may be less able to
articulate the role of the chaplain. It may not
be unusual to hear something like, "We also,
if you feel like it, if you don't mind, and don't
take offense, she's really a nice person, we have
a chaplain, if that's ok with you, bur if you don't
want her to call she won't." It does not come
as a surprise that patients respond to this type
of introduction by saying, "No thank you." In
contrast, nurses who really "get it" about the
care of the heart are comfortable discussing
spirituality. Nurses such as these are likely to
say, "The chaplain is going to be calling, and
you'll have a great conversation with her." It
is hard to understand that nurses can be comfortable asking about eroding breast disease or
swollen scrotums, but cannot bring themselves
to ask about the source of strength for coping
with their patients' illnesses.
Health care professionals can help patients
identify spiritual issues and label their feelings.
Patients or family members can benefit when
care providers probe with statements such as,
"It sounds like this is a really deep issue for
you. It seems to be a part of your spiritual life
or a religious concern for you. Can I listen or
find someone who can help you?" Health care
providers offer spiritual care when they intervene by asking, "Would you like me to read
that prayer card you're clutching? Are you sad
that it's Passover and you're not home to clean
and eat Seder with your family? Are you dis-

appointed that it's Easter and you're not able
to go to Mass? How are you coping with the
realization that you're never going to be able to
make Haj?"
Even if a cry of the heart is not recognized
as spiritual distress, responses to questions such
as, "Where do you find strength to deal with
this?" will reveal spiritual issues. If health care
providers find that they feel uncomfortable and
cannot answer questions about spiritual issues,

It is not realistic to expect that all
health care providers will be experts
at providing spiritual care. A team
approach is essential because there
are more than enough needs,
more hurting people than can be
consoled, and more brokenness
than can be repaired.

it is appropriate to acknowledge patients' concerns and find someone who can intervene. It
is not realistic to expect that all health care providers will be experts at providing spiritual care.
A team approach is essential because there are
more than enough needs, more hurting people
than can be consoled, and more brokenness
than can be repaired. Fortunately, there is hope
to heal through a team approach to spiritual
care.
Nurses need to help other staff members
recognize their own ability to address patients'
spiritual issues through lived dialog. Everyone
who encounters patients has a responsibility to take care of their hearts. For example,
when a physical therapist is walking the halls
with a patient and listens to the expression of
loneliness resulting from being estranged from
a family member and acknowledges the individual's pain, that therapist needs to know that
he is not just passing time with the patient, but
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that they are doing spiritual work and walking
on Holy Ground. "When a security officer takes
the arm of a newly widowed elderly woman
and walks her to the car, pats her hand, and
gives her a hug, he is easing spiritual distress.
"When a registration clerk translates a prayer
into Spanish, spiritual care is provided because
the prayer is converted into the language of the
heart of the family waiting outside the intensive care unit. "When a housekeeper helps ease a
woman into a rocking chair so that she can hold
her dying baby and a security officer accompanies the chaplain as she carries the baby's body
to the morgue, they are attending to the pain of
the soul. All of these actions nurture the broken
hearted, console those who weep, and care for
the children of God. Nurses need to tell others that this is spiritual work and provide them
with resources to support the work that they
do. Staff members need to know that sharing
the heart is as important to patients and their
families as is quality medical care. Remembering
that patients seek care for pain and fear keeps
the focus on holistic care. It is about caring for
people who come to us with diseases and with

dis-ease.

N

urses and other health care providers,
as people of faith, help to heal others.
Although a cure is not always possible,
they can always share in the healing. It is a blessing to be entrusted to care for the lives and bodies of others. "When care providers embrace their
work as a blessing, it makes a difference not
only to the individuals whose rooms they enter,
but for the institution in which those rooms
are located. The cries of the heart will continue
wherever nurses, and other health care providers,
deliver care. Patients, in their pain and fear, need
offers of affection, love, and concern. Healing
occurs when a relationship brings authenticity
to "the between." May nurses and other health
care professionals have the courage to embrace
spiritual care and facilitate a renewal of body
and spirit in the lives of those they touch. f

Z. Ann Schmidt is Director of Pastoral Care at
Stamford Hospital, Stamford, Connecticut. Nola
A. Schmidt is Associate Professor in Valparaiso
University College of Nursing. Janet M. Brown
is Dean and Professor in Valparaiso University
College of Nursing.
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Can My Mind Heal Me?
Cognitive Therapy, Stoic Philosophy,
and the Christian Faith
Daniel Boerman
E CHRISTIAN GosPEL OFFERS HEALING

nd peace to the troubled. Jesus gives a
gracious invitation in Matthew 11: 28-30,
"Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke
upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle
and humble in heart, and you will find rest for
your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden
is light." And Paul promises in Philippians 4:
6-7, "Do not be anxious about anything, but in
everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the
peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in
Christ Jesus." Passages like these give the impression that accepting salvation and committing
our concerns to God will bring healing and
peace to our minds.
But many Christians do not experience this
promised peace. Thousands of Christians suffer from anxiety, depression, and other mental
illnesses. The healing we receive in our relationship to God does not always bring healing in all
areas of our lives. Where, then, does the troubled Christian turn for help with mental illness?
One of the most popular current approaches to
finding healing for the psychologically distressed
is cognitive therapy. Albert Ellis and Aaron Beck
constructed the theoretical basis for this therapy,
and David Burns popularized it in his 1980 bestseller Feeling Good. Cognitive therapy focuses on
the role that our perceptions or cognitions play
in mental illness. It asserts that a correction of
faulty cognitions will lead to improved mental
health. Cognitive therapists believe that with

the right teaching and coaching our minds have
the ability to achieve accurate perceptions and
therefore find healing and happiness.
Cognitive therapy starts with the assertion
that all ofour moods are created by our cognitions
or thoughts. The depressed person's thoughts are
dominated by a pervasive negativism. These negative thoughts always contain gross distortions.
Consequently depression is caused by an inaccurate perception of reality (Burns 1980, 12-13).
Depression is thus primarily a problem with our
thoughts and not our feelings. Negative feelings
are simply the result of negative thoughts. And
where do negative thoughts come from? They
are not caused by negative events, but rather by
the way we interpret and respond to such events
(Burns 1980, 28-30).
Cognitive therapists want to focus our
attention on how we think about reality, how
we experience life, and how we interpret what
happens to us everyday. Burns compiles a list
of ten common cognitive distortions. These ten
cognitive distortions account for most if not
all the faulty reasoning that causes depression.
It would be too tedious to list and explain all
of these cognitive distortions here, but two can
illustrate how they work:
"AU-or-Nothing Thinking" is the tendency
to evaluate everything in extreme black-or-white
categories. Burns gives an example of a politician who lost a race for governor and concluded
that he was "a zero" and a straight A student
who decided she was a total failure because she
received a B on an exam (Burns 1980, 32-33).
We all have heard people express sentiments like
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these and have probably sometimes thought
them ourselves. Ali-or-Nothing thinking is as
common as it is destructive.
"Jumping to Conclusions" involves arbitrarily jumping to conclusions not justified
by the facts. Burns distinguishes two varieties
of this error: the mind reader and the fortune
teller. The mind reader reads thoughts into
other people's minds, but these thoughts are
often contrary to what they are really thinking.
A speaker who notices one listener in the front
row dozing off during his lecture concludes that
the whole audience thinks he is a bore, when, in
fact, most of the audience is very interested and
attentive. A woman whose friend ignores her
when they meet on the sidewalk concludes her
friend doesn't like her anymore, when in fact she
was just temporarily distracted at the moment
they met. Reading our negative thoughts into
other people's minds is an inaccurate and selfdefeating endeavor (Burns 1980, 36) .
We commit the fortune teller's error when we
think that we can predict the future and expect
only negative things to happen to us. A librarian who suffered from anxiety attacks thought
she was going to pass out or go crazy the next
time she had an attack, even though there was
no evidence to support these fears. A depressed
physician decided to give up his practice because
he was convinced that he would always feel miserable regardless of any treatment he received
(Burns 1980, 37).
Throughout his lengthy discussion of the
ten cognitive disorders, Burns stresses that we
must learn how to deal effectively with people
and situations that tend to upset us. He asserts
that critical comments from other persons can
never upset us; only our own thoughts can put
us down or get us frustrated. Another way of
saying this is that other people can never make
us angry; anger is created by our own cognitions.
Our feelings result from the meaning we give
to an event, not the event itself (Burns 1980,
132-133, 154). Therefore, if we learn to control
our own responses to criticism and other negative events, we can prevent anger and frustration
from taking control of our lives. Changing our
cognitions about such difficult situations enables
20
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us to gain a new control over how we act and
feel.
In the second half ofhis book, Burns prompts
the reader to probe more deeply into his attitudes and perceptions to uncover the underlying
assumptions that contribute to depression. He
lists seven attitudes that can become dysfunctional and contribute to depression: approval,
love, achievement, perfectionism, entitlement,
omnipotence, and autonomy (Burns 1980,

285-289).
Burns calls the person who has a problem
in regard to love a "love junkie." Such a person
is overly dependent on the love he receives from
other people. He thinks he cannot be happy
or even survive without such love. Often this
craving for love has the opposite of its intended
effect and drives others away instead of attracting them. Most people are uncomfortable trying
to supply this neurotic person with enough love
to satisfy his unquenchable thirst for affection
(Burns 1980, 285-289) .
Burns responds to the love junkie by claiming that, although everyone wants to be loved,
love is not an adult human need. People can and
do live happy, successful lives without being
loved. He also points out that love is not an
effective anti-depressant, because most of the
suicidal patients he treats are loved very dearly
by their families and friends (Burns 1980, 322).
His advice, therefore, is that we should learn
to live without expecting to receive love from
others and being dependent upon such love for
our happiness. We should instead seek to build
a happy, fulfilled life that is not dependent on
how others treat us. If we receive love we can
enjoy and celebrate it, but if we don't we can live
a full and rich life without it.
Another example is the individual who
is very dependent on her achievement for her
sense of well-being. Such a person is a workaholic whose sense of self-worth and capacity for
joy are dependent on her productivity and success. This person can never be happy or content
unless she is productive and successful (Burns
1980, 286) . In a chapter called "Your Work Is
Not Your Worth," Burns refutes the notion that
our value as human beings depends on how much

we accomplish. He calls the assumption that our
achievement is the measure of our worth "selfdefeating, grossly inaccurate, and malignant"
(Burns 1980, 327). He further points out that
there is no causal relationship between success
and happiness. There is no proof that a person's
happiness automatically rises with her level of
success in life (Burns 1980, 330) . We must never
measure a person's worth in terms of how much
she has achieved.

A

lbert Ellis and Aaron Beck, the theoreticians behind cognitive therapy,
both acknowledge that Stoic philosophers inspired their theories about the cognitive role in human emotion. Beck traces
the philosophical origins 0f cognitive theory
specifically to philosophers such as Zeno,
Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius
(Becket al1979, 8). Ellis, too, credits Stoics
such as Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius with
many of the principles of cognitive therapy,
especially the basic assertion that people are
not affected by outside events, but by their
perceptions and attitudes about those events
(Ellis 1962, 35, 53-54) . In his 1962 book
Reason and Emotion in Psychotherapy, Albert
Ellis observed:

Stoics such as Epictetus and Seneca are essential
sources for understanding Stoic ideas. Although
early Stoics such as Chrysippus formulated an
extensive philosophical system including logic,
physics, and ethics, the Stoics were most famous
for their ideas about how to live an effective
life. The Stoics believed that the rational part of
humanity was all that mattered and that achieving and maintaining the virtue of the rational
soul was an individual's chief purpose. They
regarded emotions as the primary evil that dis-

What is it to be reviled, for instance?
Stand by a stone and revile it, and what
will you get by it? If you, therefore,
would listen only as a stone, what would
your reviler gain? But if the reviler has
the weakness of the reviled for a vantage

By direct statement and by implication,
then, modern thinkers are tending to
recognize the fact that logic and reason
can, and in a sense must, play a most
important role in overcoming human
neurosis. Eventually, they may be able to
catch up with Epictetus in this respect,
who wrote-some nineteen centuries
ago-that "the chief concern of a wise
and good man is his own reason." (Ellis
1962, 109)
Zeno started the Stoic school of philosophy
in Athens around 300 BC. Chrysippus, who
died about 205 BC, was the most important
early Stoic philosopher, developing a comprehensive and systematic exposition of Stoic ideas.
Since we possess only fragments of Zeno's and
Chrysippus's writings, however, later Roman

point, then he carries his point.
-Epictetus

curbed reason and prevented the cultivation of
virtue; therefore, their aim was to teach how to
control emotion.
The Stoics believed that negative emotions
are caused by unconscious judgments we make
based on impressions from our experiences.
They argued that it is a mistake to assign positive
or negative value to these impressions because
all events are actually indifferent (Sellars 2006,
67-68). The true Stoic was not affected by illness
or death or imprisonment, because he believed
such external events could not affect his soul or
his virtue. All such external events are therefore
immaterial to happiness. The philosopher was
a physician of the soul, seeking to bring it to
health by ridding it of negative emotions (Sellars
2006, 34). Thus we could plausibly claim-in
today's terms-that some of the Stoics were as
Trinity 2010
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much psychotherapists as they were philosophers. Their concerns were very concrete and
practical.
Epictetus, one of the most well-known of the
Roman Stoics, claimed: "Men are disturbed not
by things, but by the views which they take of
things" (Epictetus 1944, 333). Both Aaron Beck
and Albert Ellis quote this very passage (Beck et
al 1979, 8 and Ellis 1962, 54). Epictetus's point
is also almost identical to Burns's claim that negative events cannot anger or depress us, but that
only our reactions to those events disturb us. At
another point Epictetus commented: "What is
it to be reviled, for instance? Stand by a stone
and revile it, and what will you get by it? If you,
therefore, would listen only as a stone, what
would your reviler gain? But if the reviler has
the weakness of the reviled for a vantage point,
then he carries his point" (Epictetus 1944, 66) .
This reminds us of David Burns's claim that the
critical comments of another person can never
upset us. It is only our thoughts in response to
the criticism that make us angry and upset.
Seneca is another source of Stoic teachings.
He remarked: "None can be despised by another
unless he is first despised by himself" (Seneca
1958, 126). This is another precursor to David
Burns's assertions that we should not be overly
dependent on our need for love and approval
from other people. We should have enough selfesteem that other's comments and actions will
not disturb us. Seneca again: "The sage is neither
elated by prosperity nor depressed by adversity.
His endeavor always is to rely mainly on himself
and to seek his whole satisfaction from within
himself" (Seneca 1958: 111). Here again we are
reminded of cognitive therapy's insistence that
we not rely on achievement or success for our
feelings of self-worth. Instead, we should have a
secure internal sense of our own value that is not
disturbed by outward events.
Finally, Emperor Marcus Aurelius wrote: "It
is in our power to refrain from any opinion about
things and not to be disturbed in our souls; for
things in themselves have no natural power to
force our judgments" (Aurelius 1945, 66). Here
is another clear parallel to Burns's argument that
we must be free to evaluate our experiences and
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form our own cognitions about that experience.
Both the Stoic philosopher and the cognitive
therapist agree that the healthy person has the
ability to rise above his experiences, evaluate
them in his own terms, and not allow them to
determine his attitudes and feelings.

W

hen we move from cognitive therapy
and Stoic philosophy to the Christian
tradition, we enter a very different
world. Scripture describes the human as a weak
and sinful creature in desperate need of the
mercy and love of God. Humanity's basic problem is not simply a distortion of thought, but
a condition of alienation and slavery that can
be remedied only by the salvific initiative of a
gracious God. Instead of an individual able to
achieve healing through reformed thinking, we
see a creature mired in sin and subject to forces
that no human can control. The path to healing
and salvation for such a creature is very different
from the path advocated by the Stoic philosopher and the cognitive therapist.
The Stoic ideal was complete self-control
or self-mastery (egkrateia). Such self-control
enabled the sage to prevent his mind from being
constantly agitated and disturbed by upsetting
emotions. Some of the Stoics, in fact, argued for
complete freedom from all emotion (apatheia).
And, since the body is an inferior part of the
human being, physical pain and illness should
not be a concern. Physical ailments cannot affect
our rational soul. This ideal is not as pronounced
in cognitive therapy as in the Stoics, but there
is once again an emphasis on self-control and
the power of the mind to prevent outward and
physical events from disturbing the inner peace
that the mature individual has achieved.
By contrast, the healthy person in biblical religion is one who has found his peace and
security in a new relationship with God, and the
mature believer is one who participates fully in
the physical and emotional life of the created
order. The idea of emotional self-control is not
central in Christian faith. Rather, persons in the
Bible fully experience a wide range of feelings
from grief and guilt to joy and gratitude. There
is no disparagement of feeling in the Bible. Just

a cursory reading of the Psalms is enough to
prove this. The Psalms express fear, anger, doubt,
depression, peace, joy, contentment, and almost
any emotion we can imagine. The Stoic would
have rejected with disgust the kind of emotion
shown in the Psalms. Just try to imagine a Stoic
reading a Psalm of lament!
All of this challenges a part of both Stoic and
cognitive therapeutic theory. Is it true, as Burns
claims, that love is not an adult human need?
Can a mature person be so self-reliant that he
does not depend on the care that other people
take for him? Can the Stoic who claims to feel
no pain at his own child's death find any real joy
in his child's life? Can I be so strong and selfsatisfied that my success or failure does not really
matter to me anymore? Some weakness, some
need, some vulnerability are inherent in the
human condition. Someone who does not grieve
deeply at a loved one's death or feel serious pain
at one's own failure seems somehow less human
and mature than someone who does. God did
not intend us to be automatons moving through
life without any feelings, but rather sensitive and
vulnerable beings who find deep joy in meaningful relationships and profound satisfaction in
significant personal achievement.
Having noted these significant differences, we
also need to acknowledge some common ground
between the Stoics and the cognitive therapists
on the one hand and Christianity on the other. In
searching for such common ground we are doing
nothing new, for many of the Church Fathers
drew on ideas from the Stoics in their own ethical discussions. Richard Sorabji has studied the
relationship between Stoic philosophy and early
Christianity. He points out that the Church
Fathers converted the Stoic theory about how to
avoid negative emotions into a theory about how
to avoid temptation (Sorabji 2000, 8). Just as the
Stoics taught that emotion is a result of a mental judgment or conscious determination, some
of the Church Fathers explained that a temptation does not become a sin until one has given it
conscious approval. Sorabji cites Origen, Jerome,
and Evagrius as Christian thinkers who extensively used Stoic concepts in their discussions of
temptation (Sorabji 2000, 350-367).

When we search the Old Testament to see
what it has to say about the human mind we
may at first be surprised and disappointed to
find out that there is not even a Hebrew word
for brain or mind. The heart is instead the center of our being, and the biblical picture of the
heart is not good: "The heart is deceitful above
all things and beyond cure. Who can under-

Some weakness, some need, some
vulnerability are inherent in the
human condition. Someone who
does not grieve deeply at a loved one's
death or feel serious pain at one's own
failure seems somehow less human
and mature than someone who does.
stand it" Oeremiah 17:9)? But the focus on the
heart does not eliminate concern for our rational capabilities. The Old Testament Hebrew
words for heart include everything we ascribe
to the head and brain: perception, understanding, reason, insight, reflection, judgment and
discernment. In fact, reasoning and discernment
play an important role in the wisdom literature
that makes up a significant part of the Hebrew
Bible. If God is acknowledged as the source of
wisdom, the person who stands in a reconciled
relationship to that God is capable of observing and understanding many important things
about human life. Some of the statements of
biblical wisdom even align with Stoic and cognitive therapeutic thought: ''A fool shows his
annoyance at once, but a prudent man overlooks
an insult" (Proverbs 12: 16). There is at least one
mention, too, of the value of self-control: "Like
a city whose walls are broken down is a man who
lacks self-control"(Proverbs 25:28).
The New Testament, too, contains positive
statements about the human mind. Paul called
for our transformation by the renewal of our
minds in Romans 12:2. Further, the central conTrinity 2010
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cept of repentance (metanoia) means essentially a
changing of one's mind. There is therefore a clear
implication that the redeemed mind can and
should play an important part in Christian living. But we look in vain for a clear and detailed
explanation of how that takes place. And maybe
that should not trouble us. The Bible, after all, is
not a book of philosophy, nor a manual for therapeutic psychology. If Christians can use medical
doctors to find physical healing they should be
able to use psychologists to find mental healing.
Even some Christian therapists and thinkers
argue that cognitive therapy is an appropriate tool for the Christian to use. Dr. William
Backus, a licensed psychologist and ordained
Lutheran pastor, warns that Albert Ellis's use of
reason can lead to error and that his ideas about
right and wrong contradict Christian teaching, but then goes on to advocate an approach
that combines talk therapy and cognitive therapy (Backus 1995, 21-22). Siang-Yang Tan, a
professor in the School of Psychology of Fuller
Theological Seminary, also attempts to include
the best insights of cognitive therapy in a
Christian approach to dealing with mental illness. Tan and John Ortberg argue that irrational
thoughts are one important cause of depression

but not the only one. Christians must also learn
to see themselves as God sees them (Tan and
Ortberg 1995, 71-73). There is some agreement, then, among Christians that it may be
appropriate and effective for troubled Christians
to use the contributions of cognitive therapy as
they seek healing for their troubled minds.
Christians cannot accept the Stoic's denigration of the body and failure to recognize the
need for forgiveness and grace from God. Some
of the more extreme statements of cognitive
therapy also contradict Christian beliefs. The
cognitive therapist has no room in his system for
genuine guilt or the vulnerability without which
we cannot be wholly human. But, recognizing
these limits, there is much in cognitive therapy
that can and should be useful for the troubled
Christian as he or she seeks growth and healing.
Wisdom about how to live joyful and productive lives can come from many sources, smce
God is the final source of all truth. ;-

Daniel Boerman is a graduate of Calvin
Theological Seminary. He works at home as a
freelance writer.
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SUMMER
(Greenville, Illinois)
She skips down the street
and across the Court House lawn
to Bridey's Cafe where new ice cream
has been seen in the cold round tubs.
She is not late for school because it is

SUMMER
and a dollar is in her pocket.
After she has licked it down and into
the cone she walks slowly around the square
looking at dresses she will wear. But not now
because as of noon today it is officially

SUMMER
and she's wearing cool shorts: no flowers.
When at last she climbs the stairs
she writes

to

to

bed

her cousin in California

telling her she might or might not be
in love and that she will know by the end of

SUMMER
because that's when boys forget you.
But lots of things can happen in three months
of ice cream and confessing deep thoughts
to

her diary. She has been promised she can raise

a calf. She will love it and care for it and teach it

to

drink

from a bucket and pull down the sweet hay
for her-it will be a her-and she will name it

SUMMER
for the days are warm and long-and hers!

J. T. Ledbetter
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The Paper Eater

Gary Fincke

R

ONALD HAVERSTRUCK HAD EITHER EATEN

the milk carton he'd carried into study hall
or made it disappear as if he were some
sleight-of-hand expert. I was five weeks into
teaching high school, and here was my first serious discipline issue because there were fifty-nine
other students in the room, and half of them
were laughing and pointing at the freshman in a
Kiss t-shirt with an empty desk.
"Ok," I said, mustering up some volume,
"it's all over, people." Miraculously, they quieted, at least into a sort of hum of whispering. I
was sure everyone had toned down because they
wanted to see more from Haverstruck, that they
hoped he'd brought something else along, maybe
an algebra book he could make disappear, all the
Xs and Ys vanishing while they cheered.
Ronald Haverstruck just smiled for a half
hour, but when the bell rang and the students
filed out, I noticed that nobody ran up to him to
give him a high five or ask how that slick cardboard tasted. That night, when I told the story
to my pregnant wife while our two children,
ages two and five, played together peaceably for
once, she said, "You mean he took a bite out of
. ng
. ht .~"
tt,
"No," I said, "the boy ate the milk carton
like an apple."
"No, he didn't."
"You're right," I said. "It wasn't quite like
an apple because he ate everything. It was like a
giant seedless grape. There wasn't a core left over.
After there was nothing at all is when I started
thinking he'd put one over on me and hidden it
somehow."
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"Well," she said, "a sick boy he'll be."
"This boy is fourteen years old, and he's
new in school," I said. "Ronald Haverstruck has
been sitting there with nothing in front of him
since school began, and now this. It's not a good
sign."
The following day Ronald Haverstruck, still
wearing the Kiss t-shirt, brought a Newsweek to
study hall. I watched him pull the staples from
the side and remove the cover before he began
to eat. I thought Haverstruck was staring at me
as his mouth moved, that he was about to spit
the soggy paper into his hand and smile, but he
swallowed four pages, then tugged another sheet
free and stuffed it into his mouth. The study hall
began to murmur, and by the next four page
sheet, the room roared.
I fought the impulse to yank the magazine
out of the boy's hands and slap his face with
what remained. What would I do ifHaverstruck
fought back?
I gave him eight more pages before I said,
"What's going on?" The room was so loud by
then that I was sure every class on the third floor
was wondering which teacher had so little control.
"''m hungry," Haverstruck said, reaching
for the magazine, and I yanked that magazine
away from him, cover and all, and asked him
to step outside. "You wait here," I said, and
Haverstruck nodded in a way that made me
believe he wouldn't bolt.
"Ok," I said, stepping back inside the room,
"I need everybody to be quiet now," and they

settled into an undertone while I used the emergency phone to call for an escort.
The principal himself appeared a minute
later, Haverstruck still standing just outside
the door. The room, I was thankful, was quiet
by then, except they were straining to see
how Haverstruck was doing. I picked up the
Newsweek. It felt skeletal, anorexic. I summed
up the problem by showing the principal the
remains of it and stepped aside like Pontius
Pilate while the principal dropped the remaining half of that Newsweek into the trash can and
led Haverstruck away.
"I have to tell you," the principal said at the
end of the day, "I witnessed something today I
hope never to see in this school again. That boy
was your responsibility. He could have harmed
himself."
"Yes," I said, "I agree," and I felt so lightheaded that the principal looked quizzically
at me before he walked away to whatever else
needed his attention.
hat night I woke just before 1:00 AM, my
chest so tight I thought I might be having a
heart attack. For a few minutes I breathed
like a dog chasing sticks, and then I poked my
wife awake and told her my diagnosis.
"You're thirty," she said, as if that number
were irrefutable evidence that I was in no danger.
My chest became even tighter, my breath
more rapid and shallow. In despair I lurched up
and walked into the living room where I sat on
the couch and waited for my heart to explode. A
few minutes later my wife appeared.
''I'll have to put the kids in their car seats,"
she said. "I'll have to wake them." I nodded and
made my way to the car.
"Try it for a minute," an emergency room
nurse counseled twenty minutes later. "You'll
see." She had just finished sticking her face into
a brown paper bag and breathing.
Five minutes earlier, I'd grown angry, and
the nurse didn't believe I was having a heart
attack. And now, when she suggested putting a
bag over my nose and mouth before breathing, I
was prepared to drop dead to prove how right I
was before I'd raise that bag to my face.

T

"Suit yourself," the nurse said, but she was
clever enough to leave the room, giving me a
chance to try her medieval medicine unobserved. I took a deep breath and stuck my face
in the bag. I had to tell myself to breathe again.
I had to remind myself there was such a thing as
a breath that wasn't a drowner's gasp. I inhaled. I
exhaled. I inhaled again. I kept it up for another
minute before I yanked the bag away and stared
at the nurse as she re-entered the room.
"Feel better?" she said.
I took a breath and evaluated. I took another
and nodded.
"Fear makes us see our symptoms like children. You're thirty years old. The odds in your
favor are wonderful. Use the bag for another
minute. You're doing fine." The nurse walked
behind a partition, and a small child began to
scream. Whatever was wrong with that child
had nothing to do with lungs and air. I breathed
in the bag for another minute and felt so enormously better I began to appreciate the wisdom
of witch doctors, the value of ritual dances and
the tossed bones of small animals.
"Ok now?" she said, returning a few seconds
after the child stopped screaming.
"Yes," I had to admit.
"You know," she said, "don't think you're a
special case or anything. You'd be surprised how
many people have to use these bags. So many
I bet you see some every day, and they act as if
there's nothing wrong."
Ten minutes later, settled beside my wife in
the car, the children groggy in the back, I said, "I
never once thought of prayer," and tried to force
a laugh. My wife kept her eyes on the road as if
we were traveling in a blizzard.
The following week, Haverstruck returned
from suspension in the Kiss shirt I hoped had
been washed. I watched as he walked into study
hall with what looked to be twenty or thirty
sheets of blank paper, tamping the stack down on
his desk as if he intended to write on it. While I
took the roll, Haverstruck began to eat the paper
sheet by sheet, and I lost my place three times on
the seating chart, looking up and then down so
quickly the names and locations swam into nonTrinity 2010
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sense. "Ronald," I finally said, the boy six sheets
into eating, and I was astonished when, without
my asking, the boy walked into the hall where
he stood while I used the emergency phone to
call the counseling center.
An escort came within minutes. "Let someone else intervene," I told my wife after school.
"Study hall duty is something to survive, not
excel at. And who could do anything with this
lunacy?"

I sat up silently, measuring the
seriousness of my symptomsshortness of breath, tightness in the
chest, even a tingling in my left arm.
I counted on everything adding up to
one more anxiety attack and stood as
if my feet on the carpet could charm
away the pillow-on-the-face of fear.

"This guy won't get you fired," she said. "It's
the kid who says you're the weird one because of
something you say. It's the parent whose daughter comes home with stories. This is a public
school. You have those students like that right
now. "
"No, I don't."
"You have a paper eater. You can be sure you
have those others."
At 1:38 the following morning, according
to the clock radio, I sat up silently, measuring
the seriousness of my symptoms-shortness of
breath, tightness in the chest, even a tingling
in my left arm. I counted on everything adding up to one more anxiety attack and stood
as if my feet on the carpet could charm away
the pillow-on-the-face of fear. If I was having
a heart attack, I was going to die believing I
was fine.
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I lifted the brown bag the nurse had given
me off my dresser. When my wife didn't stir, I
carried it into the living room. I needed nothing
but the common sense of calm and the brown
bag for panic. I breathed in, breathed out,
and when I felt myself beginning to recover, I
smoothed the bag flat and held it for a few minutes just to be sure.
The desk Ronald Haverstruck had sat in
stayed empty for six days until it was filled by a
new student who opened a book and didn't eat
even one bite of it.
When one of my classes read Kafka's "The
Hunger Artist" the following week, someone
brought up Haverstruck. "He's crazy, right?" the
girl said. "You could die or something, couldn't
you?"
"I doubt it," I said, "but you could make
yourself good and sick."
"What happened to him?" she said. "You
don't get kicked out for eating a magazine, do
you?"
It turned our you did. "Chronic disruption" was one reason. "Psychiatric evaluation"
was another. There was an alternative school
ten miles away. Haverstruck, the principal said
without a trace of irony, would be among his
peers.
The next day somebody in that study hall
threw a ball bearing the size of a large marble.
It struck the wall two feet above my head, and I
watched it ricochet and bounce before I turned
toward where I was sure the thrower sat.
No one admitted it or said they'd witnessed
the throw, so I knew the reincarnation of the
young Biblical David was almost certainly a boy
named Kent who was waiting for his sixteenth
birthday so he could quit school. "I didn't do it,"
he said. ''Ask anybody."
I called the office anyway. Even for just
twenty minutes, I wanted him out of there. He
was back the next day, but I didn't turn my head
for the two weeks that passed before his birthday arrived. I used the brown paper bag three
times during those weeks, each time between
one and two AM.
After my third episode, my wife threw the
bag away and handed me a white paper bag

that was folded and flat as if it had never been
used. It was wax-coated and smelled faintly of
bread. "I brought home dinner rolls in it," she
said.
"My mother used to fill these with doughnuts and sweet rolls when she worked in the
bakery," I said.
My wife knew all about my father's bakery
and how my mother and sister and I had all
worked there. "I wouldn't keep a doughnut bag
for you," she said. "It would be all coated on the
inside with sugar and icing."
"Maybe I won't need it," I said, and she
grimaced. After she left the room I put the bag
under a sweater in a drawer as if it were a porn
magazme.
hristmas vacation relaxed me. My January
teacher evaluations settled me even more.
The principal came unannounced to two
of my classes, and though he seemed surprised,
he commended me both times in writing.
I didn't have an anxiety attack for a month.
The worst thing that happened at school was a
boy calling out "Woo-hoo!" after every question
I asked. He was a senior, and when I asked him
what was up, he answered, "Woo-hoo!''
Two woo-hoos later, I sent him to the office.
"Woo-hoo!" he said as he left.
"Don't you know what's wrong with him?"
another boy said after the door closed.
"No."
"He's drunk."
"Really?" I said. I looked at the clock. It was
10:45 in the morning.
I slept through the night. The boy, who
received three days detention, apologized when
he returned.
"You're learning," my wife said, not specifymg.

C

My five year-old son snored. He had ear
aches and sore throats so often that they arrived
as regularly as weekends. His adenoids and tonsils need to be removed, the doctor explained,
sounding like the one who'd spoken to my
mother as if I wasn't sitting there when I was
five years old.

Suddenly I recalled the miserable enema
a nurse had given me without explanation.
Worse, I remembered the smell of ether, how I'd
been proud I could count backwards from one
hundred. "Ninety-nine," I'd said and gone into
darkness.
"It's routine," the doctor said. "It's nothing to worry about," an assurance that made me
want to cancel the surgery.
I woke at 1:42 AM the night before my son's
surgery and walked off the attack without touching the white paper bag. I convinced myself that
I was glad to be teaching while the operation
was performed, a conviction that lasted until the
following day when every time the door opened
to my classroom I expected a summons to the
office to take a bad news phone call.
Three times the door opened-a supplies
delivery, the absentee list, and a note for a student. By the last period, I was ecstatic with relief
When I arrived at my son's hospital room,
my wife was spooning ice chips into his mouth.
In the other bed was Ronald Haverstruck. The
paper eater had gotten his tonsils out too. He
was alone, but he looked so much the same I
thought he might be wearing his Kiss t-shirt
underneath his hospital gown.
He recognized me and smiled, pointing at
his mouth, and for a moment, until I realized
he was telling me he couldn't speak, I thought
he was reminding me about the milk carton and
the Newsweek.
"It's worse when you're older," my wife
said, and when I didn't answer immediately, she
added, "That's what I've heard." I squeezed my
son's hand. He looked as if he'd shrunk.
I patted his head, turned, and walked over
to say hello to Haverstruck, who beamed.
"How's your new school?" I said, and he made
a thumbs-down sign in the air. When nothing else came to me, I said, "School's school"
and shrugged. Then, ready to escape, I pointed
toward the other bed and said, "My son" as if
that boy would think I was visiting a five yearold stranger.
After I returned to my son, I stood so I was
facing away from the paper eater. I promised my
son all the chocolate ice cream he could eat. I
Trinity 201 0
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promised him pizza in a week and being allowed
to stay up past his bed time to watch the special
upcoming two-hour episode of the Six Million
Dollar Man. Until we left, my wife's hand never
stopped touching him as she spoke. She would
be coming back to pick him up in the morning
because I had classes to teach. "That was the kid
who ate the Newsweek," I told her as we walked
to the car.
"In the other bed?"
"Yes."
"I thought he was just another kid from
your school. He didn't look weird."
"Yes," I said, "that's pretty much true," and
I meant it because Haverstruck had looked like
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somebody who could barely swallow, like somebody who would let ice cream melt down his
throat and reach by the half hour for the ice
water on the stand by his bed.
My wife glanced up at the second floor windows of the hospital as if she believed she might
catch a glimpse of Ronald Haverstruck and said,
"He looked like anybody else." t

Gary Fincke is the Charles B. Degenstein
Professor of English and Creative Writing and
Director ofThe Writers Institute at Susquehanna
University.
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A Mysterious Medical Message, and Five
Education Reforms I'd Like to See but Won't
Peter Meilaender

L

YING IN FRONT OF ME IS A CARD THAT

arrived recently in the mail. On its front
are several children, carefully selected to
reflect multicultural America, flanked by the
question (all caps, large font, red ink): "Is your
child fully protected?" (Thoughtfully translated
into Spanish as well-also to reflect multicultural America.) Now the only correct answer
to that question is, obviously, no. But I am, of
course, curious to know just what danger it is
this time against which my children may be less
than fully protected. Fortunately, the inside of
the card enlightens me: "Dear parent/guardian:
Records show that your child may have missed
a vaccine shot. Please contact your child's doctor or health clinic to find out if you need to
schedule an appointment."
It is difficult to know whether to be more irritated or unnerved at receiving such a notice. One
is irritated by the unwanted advice (to say nothing of the implicit "You don't know what you're
doing, you poor excuse for a parent"), unnerved
by the general Big-Brother-Is-Watching-You
sensation. Accentuating the latter is the notice's
general aura of vague, mysterious knowledge.
"Records show...." What records? Nobody's telling. " ... that your child ...." Umm, which child?
I have five. " ... may have missed ...." Talk about
hedging your bets. C'mon, did we miss one, or
not? You're the one with the records, after all.
" ... a vaccine shot." Which one? Is it a secret?
After irritation and unease, my third reaction is mild incredulity. Are there, in fact, any
records at all? It occurs to me that the card's
claim is necessarily true for every child, every
age, everywhere-"your child may have missed
a vaccine shot." Well, duh. Perhaps the very
opposite of the Big Brother thing is at work
here-maybe they (whoever) just mailed out

one of these cards to every single parent they
could find.
But who? And why? The small print at the
bottom of the card proves revelatory: "Financial
support for this communication has been provided by Wyeth Pharmaceuticals." That pretty
much clears things up. Wyeth, a quick internet
search reveals, is now part of Pfizer; and, yes,
though I'm not sufficiently interested to invest
a great deal of time exploring it, they appear
to produce various vaccines. So evidently the
vaccine producer paid the insurance company
a bunch of money to send these postcards out
to anyone who has deviated from the recommended immunization schedule.
For, I admit, we have deviated from it. Not
widely, and not out of a disbelief in the importance of vaccines in combating serious illnesses
such as polio or tetanus. Mainly, in fact, we have
simply delayed certain shots so that our children
wouldn't receive multiple vaccines simultaneously. It is true, though, that we don't regard
vaccines as terribly important in fighting less
serious diseases, and I don't think I'm divulging too much personal medical information ifi
reveal that we have not vaccinated our children
against chickenpox, now a required immunization in New York State for children attending
school (we homeschool). (Although I tell you,
with everyone vaccinating, it's getting harder
and harder for your kids just to catch chickenpox and get it over with the old-fashioned way.)
It's a little hard to see why it's necessary to vaccinate against an illness of only moderate severity
that everyone always just got and scratched his
way through.
Which raises the interesting question of
why states require something like the chickenpox vaccine. For New York is not alone, as it
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happens-according to the CDC, over fortyfive states now require it for entry into school.
The answer, I suggest-without pretending to
any special evidence, so you may think of this
as simply a sociological observation, or perhaps
a sociological suspicion-has two elements, neither of them having much to do with children's
health. The first is the powerful economic and
political interest of pharmaceutical companies in
promoting the adoption of new vaccines (which
will inevitably be aimed at less serious illnesses,
the more serious ones having already been dealt
with). The second element is less obvious, though
its influence may be even more pervasive: The
increase in the number of dual working couples
means that fewer families have a parent at home
to care for a sick child who must miss school, so
that parents themselves now have an unspoken
economic (though not merely economic) interest in taking additional precautions to prevent
any possibly preventable illnesses in their children. (That the feminist revolution might help
explain even something like the search for new
immunizations is only one indication, I think,
that feminism is the most influential and least
adequately understood social force of the last
several decades.)
This, of course, implies what everyone
knows anyway, namely, that our schools are
now expected to serve a range of purposes having little to do with education, not least among
them the provision of childcare. Education
reform has been in the news again recently, as
President Obama and his Education Secretary
Arne Duncan have been promoting revisions to
the No Child Left Behind Act. The proposed
reforms focus less on sanctions against schools
that fail to meet an annual performance target
and more on tracking and rewarding progress
over a number of years, and they encourage
states to adopt more rigorous standards, with
appropriate assessments, preparing students for
college or a career. These revisions respond to
common criticisms ofNCLB and are probably
perfectly fine ideas. Yet I doubt that they will
actually accomplish very much.
The reason they won't is lurking behind
that fine print in my mysterious immunization
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card. Schools that are to educate successfully
must focus on education. When they become
the battleground for other issues-healthcare,
childcare, or anything else-their ability to serve
their proper function will always decline. And
by now American schools are so overwhelmed
by the detritus of other social problems-an
unceasing wave oflegal and illegal immigration,
battles over political correctness and cultural
values, and especially family breakdown-that
we should not expect additional legislative tinkering from Washington to make much of a
difference. Indeed, the impulse to nationalize
this problem, seeking federal solutions, is precisely the wrong one. Although it may seem
counterintuitive, complex national problems
do not call for complex national solutions.
National solutions will address the generic
problem case-which, unfortunately, will differ in various ways from almost every actual
and particular problem case. Complex national
solutions thus call for a network of particularized local solutions.
Nevertheless, given my skepticism towards
the usual recipes, it is entertaining to consider what sorts of education reforms I might
propose-apart from eliminating required
chickenpox immunizations-as alternatives
more likely to make a real difference in the lives
of students. (Not that anyone is going to ask
me.) So herewith five education reforms that I
would like to see but are not likely to happen:
1. Mandatory Latin instruction. Nothing
would do more to improve children's education.
Everyone knows that Latin helps students learn
Eng]ish vocabulary and grammar. But even
more, the logic and analytical rigor required
to learn Latin are of great value in training the
mind. Reading Latin poetry, especially, is like a
puzzle, as one sorts out word endings and word
order. Furthermore, a serious encounter with
ancient Rome (or Greece) would be more valuable than most of what passes for multicultural
exposure these days. Both Rome and Greece are
familiar enough for students to grasp hold of
and different enough to give them something
to think about-the combination one wants in

~~--

order to encourage cultural humility but not
cultural relativism. So several years of Latin, at
least, for every student. Instead of"No child left
behind," we might propose, "No child graduates
from high school without having read Book II
of the Aeneid in the original."

2. No computers before middle school.
The fetish for ensuring that all students have
computer access from a very early age is pure silliness. What do they need them for? All subjects
can be taught through the early grades without
the assistance of computers. Nor do students
need to acquire any special computer skills this
early. Computers these days have become so
user-friendly that they practically teach their
own use, especially for kids surrounded by gadgets, for whom navigating the electronic world
is second nature. No student who has received
a decent education will have trouble learning to use the internet. So give them a book,
or a paintbrush, or a magnifYing glass, and put
them to work. We can introduce the computers
in middle school-when students take a mandatory typing course to get them ready for the
papers they'll soon be writing.
3. Every student learns a musical instrument
and a foreign language. A spoken foreign
language, that is, in addition to Latin. Here
the basic rule to remember is Chesterton's dictum that if a thing is worth doing, it is worth
doing poorly. An education should train the
mind to think in unaccustomed ways. Playing
a musical instrument does this. So does learning to speak a foreign language. Much the
same rationale justifies art instruction, or a
nice program of intramural sports for slightly
older children, or even a class in home economics. In different ways, all of these things
contribute to a culturally well-rounded education. Perhaps one could even generalize this
rule into something like, "Have kids do all the
things that are the first to be cut (along with
Latin!) when funding is scarce." We can pay
for them with the money saved by eliminating
computers-not to mention recommendation
number five below.

4. By the end of fourth grade, every boy
should have read at least thirty Hardy Boys
books, every girl at least thirty Nancy Drews.
I know, such a gendered rule is inadmissible
these days. But when you saw the first recommendation for mandatory Latin, you knew
that likelihood of adoption was not the prime
criterion behind these proposals. Besides,
we can probably assume that most boys will
prefer to read Hardy Boys, most girls Nancy
Drew. The point, however, is not the gender
stereotype, and if a boy student really wanted
to read Nancy Drew, or a girl the Hardy Boys,
I would certainly let them. The point, rather,
is to get kids reading at all, by giving them
some good, fast-paced stories of action and
intrigue, "good literature" as opposed to "great
literature." But the real purpose is deeper still:
to support children's early moral formation
by giving them action stories with an unambiguous moral framework, with good guys
and bad guys, where the good guys win, and
where virtues such as persistence, honesty, and
effort pay off. We could find substitutes for the
Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew: the sports stories
of John Tunis, various series by Enid Blyton,
Albert Payson Terhune's dog stories. My sisters
devoured the Bobbsey Twins. Batman served a
similar purpose for me, though his most recent
incarnations may have become too grim. But
read, read a lot, and read about a world with
moral meaning.
5. Shorten the school day, week, and year.
One of the few good things to result from the
current recession is that many school districts,
strapped for cash, are being forced to experiment with four-day school weeks. This is all to
the good. What's the point of more school when
kids aren't learning much there anyway? So: a
school day that goes from 8:00AM to 12:30 PM;
a four-day week of Monday through Thursday;
and a school year that begins after Labor Day
and ends by May, including week-long breaks
both in fall and spring, and about four weeks
off around Christmas. That is, to be honest,
enough time to teach what needs to be taught.
More and more we hear calls for longer school
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days, Saturday school, and a longer school year.
But the reason for these proposals-apart, that
is, from parents' childcare needs-is not that the
current time-frame is too short to provide an
adequate education. It is simply that we are not
providing an adequate education. But ineffective education does not become more effective
by being extended for an additional month. So
instead of tormenting the children by providing them a poor education for a larger chunk of
their year, we should instead say with Moses, Set
my people free!

And, finally, a sixth observation: A world
in which we could implement these reforms
would also be a world in which parents would
have no trouble remembering the adage that
was formerly commonplace: when one of the
neighborhood kids gets chickenpox, everyone
goes and plays at his house. f

Peter Meilaender is Associate Professor of
Political Science at Houghton College.
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Impossible not to behave like pigs, you wrote from prison,
the truth from the blood ringing in our ears
like fluorescent lights against a silence as deep
as the velvet-booted soldiers walking the halls
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of your confinement before the firing squad,
before your open grave. You wore the death shroud
your whole life, your sentence commuted a little while,
but saw the seed had to die for fruit, and so sheltered God
in suffering, in holy fools-Myshkin and Alyosha;
still you understood our need to gamble, our need
for unhappiness, to remain human beings somehow,
you gave us such men between peeling covers
on paper eaten by bugs, transposed in a tongue too soft,
to live with in the smut, to love.

li

li

Christine Perrin
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God without Borders
Ed Cyzewski

T

HE DEBATE ON IMMIGRATION INCLUDES

a wide variety of issues and topics, from
concerns over America's swelling population to our relatively high unemployment
rate. Liberals and conservatives debate whether
immigrants are filling the low-paying jobs that
most Americans avoid or if they are undercutting a struggling American labor force.
National security adds another layer of tension
with visions of drug traffickers and terrorists
traveling through the border states.
When faced with difficult problems like
this, many Christians turn to the Bible for
guidance. They are likely first to turn to the
New Testament gospels and epistles, since
the Old Testaments laws were given specifically to the Israelites and don't seem to apply
directly to today's problems. But we might be
surprised when we study the Old Testament
and read what it has to say about our current
immigration debates. In fact, reading the Old
Testament provides a striking perspective on
how we should respond to foreigners living
among us.
Abraham is arguably the first immigrant
discussed in the Bible. God sent him from
his home in Ur of the Chaldees into the land
of Canaan where he wandered among hostile
kings and suspicious locals. He regularly feared
for his life, but God assured him that he would
father a great nation that would one day inhabit
the entire land of Canaan.
There were boundaries and kings already in
place during the time of Abraham, but God did
not recognize them. He had his own plans for
the people and the land. Whatever the kings of
Canaan thought about the land, God asserted
his right to place the stewards of his choosing
in charge of the land. Psalm 24 is hammered

home here: "The Earth is the Lord's and everything in it."
Abraham's great grandson, Joseph, brought
the Hebrew people to settle in Egypt. Though
the Israelites entered the land of Egypt as guests
who enjoyed the fertile pastureland of Goshen
at the request of the Pharaoh, the book of
Exodus documents a dramatic turn of events in
the first chapter due to a government-created
national security crisis. Using fear of foreigners
and their potential alliances with Egypt's enemies as the catalyst, a new Pharaoh managed
to convince his people that these immigrants
must be enslaved lest they overrun the land.
The Egyptians were so completely gripped by
fear of the Israelite slaves they even killed their
children.
This ancient story reminds us that fear of
attack by enemies close to home can motivate
moral people to commit atrocities. Fear and
nationalistic attitudes can drive wedges between
people who would otherwise live in peace. The
story of the Exodus reminds us that God does
not take the side of the oppressor-a lesson
that God tried to impress upon the Israelites
when they settled in the Promised Land.
In the book of Leviticus, a number of
regulations set the Israelites apart from the
foreigners among them in the Promised Land.
However, the law of the Lord explicitly states,
"When a stranger sojourns with you in your
land, you shall not do him wrong. The stranger
who sojourns with you shall be to you as the
native among you, and you shall love him as
yourself; for you were strangers in the land of
Egypt: I am the LORD your God" (Leviticus
19:33-34). Whether or not this stranger is
particularly welcome does not factor in God's
command.
In many ways the Old Testament pushes
our own boundaries in today's illegal immigration debates. For starters, our borders and sense
of ownership of America should be relatively
low priorities for Christians who are citizens of
the Kingdom of God and who believe that the
earth belongs to the Lord. We are, at best, stewards of the Lord's land. If the Lord can give the
land to whomever he desires, as in the case of
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Abraham, then we should approach matters of
national boundaries and land ownership with
a healthy dose of caution and humility. While
we have an obligation to observe our nation's
laws, our laws should not override God's calling for us. Stewards of God's land should be
wary of the implications of calling anyone an
immigrant, let alone an illegal one.
The Exodus also acts as a cautionary tale
regarding the consequences of allowing fear of
foreigners to drive laws and policies. Fear is the
opposite of faith. Fear inhibits our ability to
love others as we would love ourselves, since
fear sets up boundaries and forces us to act in
our own self-interest. Egypt's downward spiral
in the book of Exodus begins with fear of foreigners, and Egypt's oppression of the Israelites
produced terrible consequences. When we
approach immigration from a standpoint of
fear, we will opt for disproportionate responses
that can do more harm than good. There are
those who commit crimes and do harm after
entering our nation illegally, but our immigration laws should not treat the majority of
potential immigrants with the same measure
sused for murderers and drug traffickers.
Perhaps there are situations that require
strong government intervention. Arizona's
new immigration law, SB1070, was passed
with widespread popular support. This new
law requires legal immigrants to carry with
them documents proving their legal status and
requires law enforcement officers to determine
individuals' status during the course of "lawful contact" whenever there is a "reasonable
suspicion" that they might be in the country
illegally. Arizona has the fastest growing population of illegal aliens in the country. The
federal government estimates that over a half
million illegal aliens were in Arizona in 2008,
and residents are worried that that this large,
undocumented population is contributing to
higher crime rates and costing their state millions of dollars in education, Medicaid, and
other public assistance spending (see Center
for Immigration Studies for details: http:/ I cis.
org). But some laws responding to real problems may end up being counterproductive and
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unjust. Many leading Christian thinkers believe
Arizona's immigration law violates the teachings ofJesus. Catholic Cardinal Roger Mahony
of Los Angeles called it "The country's most
retrogressive, mean-spirited, and useless immigration law," Progressive Christian activist Jim
Wallis of Sojourners writes that this law is "a
social and racial sin" (see Wallis's blog: "God's
Politics Blog." 21 April 2010, http:/ /blog.sojo.
net).
Regardless of the law's intent, the practical
enforcement of the law will make it difficult for
Christians to obey the teachings laid out in the
Old Testament regarding foreigners and God's
ownership of the earth. Some police officers
worry the law will lead them to racial profiling
when asking for documentation, while even
legal immigrants fear the hostile atmosphere
the law will create. If Arizona's law is strictly
enforced, families will be torn from their
homes and loved ones. Since the law states
that you can be arrested even if you are with
an illegal immigrant, Christian ministers are
concerned that the law will prevent them from
offering assistance such as rides to suspected
illegal immigrants. And if illegal immigrants
are made victims of violent crimes, will they
feel safe reporting these crimes to the police?
Old Testament teachings help us see that
we need a new language of immigration. We
are called to love the foreigners among uswhatever their status-in a world that is not
our home-a world where we are stewards.
While we should aim to obey our nation's laws,
we should not allow them to frame God's view
of the earth or foreigners. God frames the terms
by which we interact with our world, including
immigrants. As fellow sojourners in this world,
we will find that we have more in common
with the immigrants we're commanded to love
than we'd expect. -t

Ed Cyzewski is the author of Coffeehouse
Theology: Reflecting on God in Everyday Life. He
blogs on theology at www.inamirrordimly.com
and on writing at www.edcyz.com.

16 APRIL 2007
This poem believes in remembering every Liviu, Tadeusz, Primo,
Jean, Ellie, Charlotte, Fania, Magda, Hannelore,
Every expression of every face,
Every gesture and word
They spoke or couldn't speak yet, or never got to speak.
This poem apologizes that it cannot recite six million names,
Or the thirty-two names of those whose deaths have scarred
The sixteenth day of April in this year.
This poem knows that it should promise we remember,
Remember to remember,
That we remember some of the time, at least,
Even without quite remembering what it is we should rememberOne aging survivor of genocide, Liviu Lebrescu, sacrificing
Himself to save the young he taught from massacre,
As we should remember one tiny shoe in a glass case in a room
Walled and ceilinged with night-sky black and stars, stars, stars at Yad Vashem,
Recall the child who wore the shoe, from whom the shoe was taken,
Should remember the other infants, toddlers, students all
Savaged from their lives. Should recall the hands that turned
The cranks that spat the gas that
Shut the lungs that sobbed or screamed or hiccupped fear.
Sixty-one years between Liviu Librescu's survival and his death:
This poem believes in Librescu's memory on that day, of everything
He needed to remember.
This poem believes in the mitzvah of memory and the dharma of memory,
The prayer of memory. This poem believes that you, Reader, have
Come to this page to read it
On this day, in this hour,
So that, in these moments, and some beyond,
You may remember this work, remember doing at least this work,
And stand, remembering Liviu Librescu's name and life.

Devon Miller-Duggan
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Taking A Serious Man
Seriously?
Joshua Banner
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brothers movie is also the horror: so much
to consider; where to begin? Of all of my
pop-culture interests, Joel and Ethan Coen have
managed to attain the greatest of heights by
making accessible films (more or less) in terms
of their national distribution while delivering
what I call film as literature, films that warrant
repeated viewing, layered with allusive content
that offers viewers much to ponder and discover.
While some have made academic careers reflecting on the Coen brothers' work, I hope only to
scratch the surface and offer a few different ways
of reading and enjoying their most recent film,
A Serious Man (2009).
The tide may seem like a pedestrian way to
begin discussing this film, yet as we ask what
indeed is a serious man and who is the serious man in this story, we are already sucked
into the fascinating complexities of the Coens'
shared genius. While they claim that this film is
not autobiographical, A Serious Man is clearly
their most personal film to date. The movie and
their own childhood share the same setting and
time period, a Jewish suburb of Minneapolis in
the late 1960s. The Coens' films always have
explored the quirks and charms of various corners ofAmerica: 0 Brother Where Art Thou?-the
deep South; Raising Arizona-the Southwest;
Fargo-another take on a more recent portrait
of Minnesota; The Big Lebowski-Los Angeles.
In this sense they have served as our most
populist regionalist documentarians, reminding us, refreshingly, that America is more vast
and interesting than the nowhere-ville, stripmalled, chain-restauranted redundant version
of America that most of us know all too well.
Yet here in A Serious Man, we are led to wonder if perhaps their previous regional surveys
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have, more importantly, been an investigation
into sections of America that are as particular
and bizarre as the Coens' own hometown. It is
as if they have used their whole career to look
through different family photo albums just
to prove that, yes, it is true: we all have weird
aunts and uncles. Yes, indeed, all our families
are laughable and strange. With the lens turned
inward instead of outward, they unflinchingly
portray the Jewish community with the same
biting wit as any of their other films, and they
ask this question: who and what is a serious
man? It is a question that cuts to the core of
what it means to be a Bar Mitzvah.
(Alert: spoilers ahead.) At first we might
assume the "serious man" is the main character,
Larry Gopnik, a physics professor up for tenure, father of two teenagers, Sarah and Danny,
married to Judith, who, as it turns out, has
decided to leave Larry for a recent widower, Cy
Abelman. Judith pressures Larry to agree to a
get, a Jewish ritual divorce that will allow her
and Cy to remarry within the faith. In a severe
turn of events, Cy is killed in a car accident. It
is at his funeral that we hear the first specific
use of the phrase, "a serious man" to describe
Cy. Rabbi Nachtner says of him, "Cy Ableman
was a serious man. Cy Abelman was a man
devoted to his community, to Torah study, to
his beloved wife Esther, until three years ago she
passed, and to his duty, as he saw it. Where does
such a man go? A tzadik? Who knows? Maybe
even a Lamed-Vovnik? A man beloved by all. A
man who despised the frivolous. Could such a
serious man simply ... disappear? We speak of
'olam ha-ba, the world to come." For those of
us not familiar with these terms, it is helpful to
know that a tzadik is a completely sinless rabbi,
and the Lamed- Vovnik is an especially righteous
man, someone so righteous that he holds back
the wrath of God from destroying the world;
'olam ha-ba is the Jewish idea of the afterlife,
the place all Bar or Bat Mitzvahs seek. A serious
man, then, is a colloquial reference to a devout,
respectable Jew.
Larry's world, though, is falling apart in
Job-like proportions. His simple, square suburban life-seemingly ideal-unravels at every

seam. Not only is his marriage revealed to be
a sham, but he is forced to vacate his house
and live in the Jolly Roger, a local motel. His
brother Arthur, ailing from a weeping sebaceous cyst, is first in trouble with the police for
gambling and then later for solicitation of sodomy. At the university, Clive, an Asian student,
is attempting to bribe him for a passing grade
on an exam. Larry's department chair informs
him that someone has been writing slanderous
letters urging the department not to grant him
tenure. His daughter steals $20 bills out of his
wallet to save up for plastic surgery to adjust the
very Jewish bridge of her nose. His son is supposed to be preparing for his Bar Mitzvah, but
is more likely to be smoking marijuana with his
foul-mouthed friends. Larry wrecks his car, and
Judith insists that he pay for Cy's funeral, adding to the mounting legal fees for the divorce,
his brother's defense, and a property line dispute with his neighbor. Perhaps more grave is a
question about Larry's own health: early on we
see Larry undergoing what might seem like a
routine medical exam, but at the end of the film
his doctor calls him back in to presumably give
him some very bad news. Larry's life is anything
but respectable, serious.
Yet neither was Cy Ableman, a man who,
it turns out, didn't have the money to pay for
his own funeral. We also find out Cy was the
mysterious letter writer, plotting Larry's demise
both maritally and professionally. In fact, no
one in the movie is a serious man. The Coens'
patent dark humor exaggerates each character
into a caricature of themselves. Their vision of
the late 1960s Minneapolis Jewish community
is a dreamlike cartoon, a very dry, restrained
carnival. It is as if they have inverted Camus's
The Stranger. Larry Gopnik's existential journey
is made all the more palpable, all the more visceral, because it seems as if he is the only sane
person; everyone else has lost their minds.
A Serious Man offers, then, an exposition of
the possibilities ofhermeneutics. Who indeed is
sane? It depends on perspective, on what viewers
chose to interpret as true. The prologue to the
film is an eight-minute short that reads like an
aged rabbinic tale. A man coming home from

selling geese at the market loses a wheel off his
cart. A rabbi happens along and helps repair the
cart, and the man invites him for some soup in
thanks. The man arrives home to tell his wife of
his good fortune in receiving the rabbi's help, yet
the wife is convinced that God has cursed them.
She insists that said rabbi died three years prior.
She concludes that this rabbi must instead be
a dyybuk, a wandering, restless spirit and when
the rabbi arrives at the home, the woman stabs

him in the chest with an ice pick. So, who is
insane here? If one believes it is possible for a
restless spirit to inhabit a human body, then the
husband is deluded; he has brought danger into
the house. If one doesn't believe spirits can do
such things, then the wife is insane for murdering the rabbi. This little tale is the whole film in
a nutshell. Who is a serious man? It depends on
your interpretation.
Larry seeks counsel from three different rabbis. The counsel he receives from the first man,
a junior rabbi, ironically haunts him the most.
Rabbi Scott listens to Larry's predicament and
then launches into a monologue while looking out the window of his office: "The parking
lot here. Not much to see. But if you imagine
yourself a visitor, somebody who isn't familiar
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with these autos and such, somebody still with
the capacity for wonder. Someone with a fresh
perspective. That's what it is, Larry. Because
with the right perspective, you can see Hashem,
you know, reaching into the world. He is in
the world, not just in shul. It sounds to me like
you're looking at the world, looking at your wife,
through tired eyes. It sounds like she's become a
sort of thing ... A problem. A thing."
The Coen brothers are not depicting a cold,
pragmatic hermeneutic. Larry's existential crisis is personal, raw, and engrossing. Michael
Stuhlbarg, an actor known mostly for his theater
work, plays Larry Gopnik with stunning pathos.
When he finally breaks down in tears in his lawyer's office, it is a pitiable groan, one each of us
no doubt have either made ourselves or heard
from someone we love. His performance effectively reminds us that bur for the grace of God
we could be in his Job-like circumstances. When
suffering rains down, as the old axiom goes, it
too often pours. Larry, like the rest of us, wants
to know why. Why do these things happen to
us? What does God want to teach us? What does
God want from us? In Larry's session with the
second rabbi, Rabbi Nachnter explains, "Sure,
we all want the answer. Hashem doesn't owe us
the answer, Larry. Hashem doesn't owe us anything. The obligation runs the other way." For
many, this kind of blunt appeal to the supreme
Otherness of God-this mysteriousness, this
required surrender of rational explanation-is
a deal breaker. Larry's final question to Rabbi
Nachnter brings us to the center of his pain
and, likewise, the center of the film: "Why does
he make us feel the questions . .. if he's not going
to give us any answers?" Nachnter's response"He hasn't told me"-keeps us restrained on the
thin edge of faith.
Ironically, it's Danny, Larry's son, and not
Larry, who meets with the third Rabbi, Rabbi
Marshak. Larry had tried desperately to get an
audience. He pleads with Marshak's secretary,
"''ve had quite a bit of tsuris lately. Marital
problems, professional, you name it. This is not
a frivolous request. This is a ... I'm a ... I've tried
to be a serious man, you know?" Marshak, however, is apparently busy. "He doesn't look busy,"
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says Larry. "He's thinking," says the secretary.
These days the elder Marshak only meets with
Bar Mitzvahs, so after his ceremony Danny goes
directly to Marshak's office. He walks into the
ominous room cluttered with relics of various
sorts, trembling as he sits in front of this ancient
man, the most serious of all. In this scene we
go with Danny behind the curtain to see the
grand wizard. Perhaps here, finally a word
of consolation, a ray of light and hope might
be pronounced from the mouth of Marshak?
In a move only made believable by the comic
prowess of the Coen brothers, Marshak quotes
the opening lyrics from Jefferson Airplane's
"Somebody to Love" as a question. Marshak's
voice is barely audible, almost a whisper. His
recitation makes the words cryptic and sage.
"When the truth ... is found ... to be lies ... and
all the hope ... within you dies .... Then what?"
This delightfully unexpected utterance further
punctuates the question of perspective. How
does one interpret life, suffering, meaning? How
does one attain to a serious life? We return to
the film's epigraph, from the eleventh-century
medieval French rabbi Rashi who encourages an
optimistic, fresh view: "Receive with simplicity
everything that happens to you."
A Serious Man is not just the Coens' most
personal movie; it may be their most important.
I say important, not best. We may disagree on
which of their movies has the best characters,
dialogue, and plot, but none of their movies so
deftly grips the jugular of our existence. This
judgment is no small thing when considering
their weighty oeuvre. I fear that A Serious Man
has been overlooked, hidden in the shadow
of its Academy-Award-winning predecessor,
No Country for Old Men. This film, though, is
as ideologically dense and smart as it is wellcrafted, as awkwardly painful as it is comical.
Rent it. Watch it and discuss it and then watch
it again. ·~

Joshua Banner is Minister of Music and Art at
Hope College. He is a contributor to the recently
released For the Beauty of the Church: Casting a
Vision for the Arts (Baker Books).

AN EDUCATION IN ZAMBIA
You tell me school is just a room somewhere
with a swept dirt floor, some children
who have walked or run through
town, hours through the scorch
of morning, an adult or near adult whose
credentials are a red pen, wet, not yet dead
with the simple means and dogged will to mark
mistakes. Here there is nothing to eat
though everyone is hungry, every
one with an empty stomach, children
putting into their mouths the foam from
some old pillow made in China, wads of paper
bits of anything left by those Americans who
could not for the life of them figure out
how to demonstrate the difference
between edible and inedible, you
yourselves confused by the difference
between need and want, between comfort and

i
home, between right and rich, good and God

I

amazed that here there is no art but
in the drums, space is bare, no

i

l

color other than the shades of mud
layered into walls, no pedagogy bur the sky
the heat, a native resolve to claim what is yours.

I
Mary M. Brown
:
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I
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On Islands and Identity
A Close Reading of Paris, Texas
Tyler Beane

N

0 MAN IS AN ISLAND, SAYS jOHN DONNE,

but sometimes it seems that way. When
we see Travis (Harry Dean Stanton) for
the first time in Wim Wenders's Paris, Texas, we
see an island. Alone, wandering in the desert,
Travis carries an empty water jug and a blank
expression like an unused, forgotten chalkboard.
Sporting a dusty suit and a red cap-the apparel
of the modern-day businessman-Travis is the
everyman, set down here by Wenders into the
landscape of the American West. We know
nothing about Travis, but we want to identifY
with him. We want to hear his story. Thus, the
question demanded of him by his brother, Walt
(Dean Stockwell), throughout the film is our
question as well: "What the hell happened to
you?" What caused this man to set his mind to
walking? When we find Travis, we surmise that
he has walked a long way out. Now he appears
to be walking back to the people and situations
he left behind.
Even in these first images, Wenders presents
the themes that had become his signature by
the time Paris, Texas came out in 1984: alienation, the myth of America (and particularly the
American West in this film), and life on the road.
Wenders established these themes in the 1970s in
films such as Alice in the Cities (1974), The Wrong
Move (1975), and Kings of the Road (1976) , all
shot in Western Germany, and usually grouped
together as his "Road Film Trilogy." Affiliated
with the New German Cinema-Germany's new
wave movement, which began in the late 1960s,
included such filmmakers as Rainer Werner
Fassbinder and Werner Herzog, and advocated
independent filmmaking-Wenders became the
group's ''American" member. He moved to the
US from Germany in the late 1970s and struck
up a friendship with American playwright Sam
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Shepherd while working on a film for Francis
Ford Coppola.
Based on an idea Shepherd had for the character of Travis, the two started working on a
screenplay together, and before it was complete,
Wenders was filming. With a crew of twenty,
writing the second half of the screenplay on the
fly, and shooting on location throughout the
Southwest and completely outside of the studio system, Wenders's method ensured that the
making of Paris, Texas represented independent
filmmaking at its organic best (it won the Palme
d'Or at Cannes in 1984). The method also mirrored the road themes of the film; Wenders was
searching for the best way to tell Travis's story while
filming, even though he did not have an ending.
Likewise, Travis, the quintessential Wenders protagonist, was on a pilgrimage to find fulfillment
and understanding even though the road ahead
was unclear. In trying to figure out what happened to this character Travis, perhaps it is best
to work through the film the way that Wenders
filmed it: chronologically, from the beginning.
No man is an island, and maybe that is true,
because whenever a man becomes an island,
he is no longer a man. Travis is living proof of
this. When Walt shows up in Terlingua, Texas to
take his brother home, Travis is mute. Wherever
Travis was, it was a place that helped him bury his
memory deep within himself. He shows no reaction when Walt gets out of his car and greets him
for the first time in four years. The camera flashes
between Walt's animated face, and Travis's face,
a reflection of the stone in the mountain behind
him. Travis's face is the face of the wilderness,
indifferent to human concern.
The first glimpse of humanness we see in
Travis comes on the road trip back to Walt's home
in California. Walt, exasperated by his brother's
lack of response, mentions Travis's son, Hunter
(Hunter Carson). Walt and his wife, Anne (Aurore
Clement), have been raising Hunter for the last
four years. Finally, we see a change in Travis. His
attention is locked onto Walt and tears begin to
well up in his eyes as the subject of Hunter comes
up. Travis is not an island, because he is a father.
Or Travis once was a father, anyway. When
we meet him, he has given up on being a father,

and we find out he has given up on being a husband as well. We do not know what the specific
circumstances were, but we know that Travis
once had a family. Anne tells him that Jane
(Nastassja Kinski), Travis's wife, dropped Hunter
off at the house four years before, saying that she
could no longer be a mother to him. Travis adds,
"She stopped being a mother to him a long time
before that." It appears that the question of what
happened to Travis is connected with the breakdown of his family.
While
Walt,
Anne, Travis, and
Hunter watch old
home videos of a
happier time, we
get a portrait of the
family when it was
intact. Jane is very
young, very beautiful, and Travis is
much older. Jane
dances around on
the beach like a litde girl, while Travis
stands,
reserved
and fatherly. The
shots portray Jane as a daughter to Travis rather
than as a wife. Is this distortion of marital roles an
answer to why this family did not work? In conversation with Anne, Travis says, "She was young,
she wanted something, and I just couldn't figure
out what it was." Because Travis and Jane did not
work out, the family followed suit.
So why does Travis come back from the wilderness? Why does he come back to relationships
that seemingly have failed? If he wanted nothing
to do with his past, he would not have come back
to Texas. Maybe he realizes that he cannot run
forever from that which has been ingrained in his
identity: Travis is a father and a husband. These
connections-the connections made through
family-cannot be undone.
Travis has a picture to prove it. Among his
belongings that he carries with him at the beginning of the film is a snapshot of a dusty plot of
land in Paris, Texas. "Paris" is the first word out
ofTravis's mouth, breaking his silence in the road

trip home with Walt. Through Walt and Travis's
conversation, we learn that Paris, Texas is the
place where Travis's mom and dad first made
love. Travis bought the land, perhaps imagining
that his family would move out there eventually. Even though that never happened, the land
and the picture of the land are connected to his
identity. Travis cannot separate himself from this
place where his parents created him. He is a son:
he exists because his parents made him. Likewise,
Travis has taken part in the act of creation as well.

He is both father and son. The picture of this
empty plot reminds Travis that he is part of something larger than himself: the idea of family.
With all of these thoughts swimming around
in his head, Travis is thrown quickly back into a
familial situation. At the house in California he is
a father again, even though he does not act like
much of one. One sequence in particular drives
home the point that Travis is not ready to be a
father, one in which he embodies the qualities of
a child.
It is the morning after Travis arrives at Walt
and Anne's home. Travis has polished all of the
shoes in the house and lined them up like toys
on the patio in the back. Sitting on the house's
back hill, overlooking the metropolis below,
Travis watches the planes, trucks, and other items
of interest through binoculars. Anne approaches
him, putting her hand on his back in a motherly
fashion, and asks if he would like some breakfast.
He shakes his head. They have blueberry waffles,
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she says. Does Travis like blueberry waffles? He
nods his head. Would he like some? He shakes
his head. His gestures and muteness reflect the
characteristics of a child, responding to the pandering of a mother. Hunter comes outside to get
his shoes and gives Travis a strange look. Travis
responds by giving an innocent "Hi." Hunter
walks away without a word, perhaps confused by
his father's childlike presence and demeanor.
Travis eventually becomes a father figure
again to Hunter. In one scene Travis asks Walt
and Anne's maid what a father looks like. Before
the maid helps Travis, he had been looking in
a clothing catalogue for answers! Donning the
appropriate dress for the role-a tailored, sandcolored, tweed suit-Travis walks Hunter home
from school. However, Hunter's acceptance of
Travis in this role is not based on Travis's efforts,
which are juvenile at best. Wenders understands
that children forgive easier than do adults; thus,
Travis need not go to great lengths. Showing sensitivity to Travis's position, Wenders notes on his
commentary track: "It's not easy to learn how to
be a father, but enough to be dressed like one."
Back at home watching Super 8 movies of the
family when it was intact, Travis and Hunter
glance back and forth at each other, acknowledging their connection past and present.
But what of the future? Travis and Hunter set
off on the road to find Jane in Houston and, we
hope, reunite the family. Father and son working
as a team over walkie-talkies, they spot Jane's car
and follow her to the sex club where she works. It
is here where Travis must negotiate another long
ill-used role: that of a husband.
The meetings that take place between Travis
and Jane are dictated by the separation that is
between them. Travis is the customer at the sex
club; Jane is the one providing the service. Travis
can see Jane through the one-way glass that
separates them; Jane cannot see Travis. Travis
is coming from the position of freedom after
wandering in the desert; Jane is working in a profession of bondage. The setup of the booth at the
club emphasizes this separation. The two are in
separate rooms, making their speeches through
a single thread of communication: a phone line
by which they purge themselves of their version
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of the story. On top of this immediate situation,
a failed marriage lies between them, as well as
the last four years of hurt and confusion. They
cannot look at each other while they tell their
stories, such is the hurt they feel.
Their stories are filled with unsatisfied longing. Travis's love for Jane consumed him. He
would work for a time, and then quit for wanting
to be with her every moment. Crafting wild scenarios in his head, he grew jealous and abusive,
unable anymore to give and receive love. So he
walked away. Jane, young and beautiful, longed
for adventure, and maybe somewhere inside of
her, for a father figure to love her. She talks about
the time following the disintegration of the family: she used to have conversations with Travis,
feeling his presence with her until, one day, that
presence disappeared. Then she encountered
Travis in a different way. She says, "Now I'm
working here ... I hear your voice all the time ...
Every man has your voice." By the time their
conversation ends, it is already well established
that Travis does not plan on trying to resurrect
their relationship. He has brought Hunter to her
in a last attempt to bring his family together, but
that family cannot include him.
No man is an island, but sometimes it seems
that way. When we see Travis at the end of the
film, standing alone on a rooftop and watching
the reunion ofJane and Hunter, we see an island.
However, we also see a human being, a son, a
father, and husband. So which is he? Can a person be both an island and a connected human
being? At the end of the day, trying to force
the two poles apart is impossible. We are alone,
connected, and every shade of gray in between.
Travis declines the role of father and husband
in order to reunite Hunter with his biological
mother, but that does not mean these identities
no longer define him. Ultimately, the complexity
of the situation falls away, and we see the good
intentions of a man trying his best to honor that
something that is bigger than him: his family. f

Tyler Beane is currently pursuing a MA in
Systematic Theology at Luther Seminary, St. Paul,
Minnesota.
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MIND YOUR LINEN
When Othello gives his mother's handkerchief
embroidered with delicate wild strawberries,
Desdemona understands she's to care
for the linen as carefully as for his love.
When she tucks it in her sleeve, I want to shout

Don't put it there! Hll fall, you'lllose it!
Emilia will retrieve it for Iago, who will pass it
to Cassio, and the trap is set.
When I was a girl and we moved away,
thirty women in the sewing circle gave Mother
handkerchiefs. For years each time she sipped soup
or stooped to clean, her nose would run. She'd slip
a hand inside her bra and retrieve a pretty hanky.
When Mother died, I looked through her stack
of handkerchiefs, chose ones for granddaughters,
great granddaughters, and several for me.
Now lace edges have holes, pansies have dissolved
and yet when I hold the one with threadbare strawberries,
I think of all the lives destined to be lost as Desdemona drops
her linen center stage somewhere in the world.

Patricia Wixon
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Freedom, Rhythm, Sound, and Jesus
J.D. Buhl

David danced before the Lord
with all his might.
- 2 Samuel6
AL GREEN OR
Curtis Mayfield records in your collection? Still move to the message songs
of Motown, such as the Temptations' "Ball
of Confusion" or Marvin Gaye's "Inner City
Blues"? Ever suspect that "gospel crossover"
went deeper than "Oh Happy Day" or thought
that Funkadelic's advice "Free your mind and
your ass will follow" had something going for
it? Then the testifying grooves of Born Again
Funk will make perfect sense to you.
The opening track, "Like a Ship (Without
a Sail)" by Pastor T. L. Barrett & the Youth For
Christ Choir, has the same soothing, soulful
quality as the Edwin Hawkins Singers' smash;
the piano and rhythm section roll beneath an
undulating swell of reassuring voices, impossible not to sing along with. It is the kind of song
that is instantly likable and inclines the heart
to prayer. Then: "Begin a song to my God with
tambourines, sing to my Lord with cymbals"
(Judith 16). The driving drums, keyboards,
bass, electric guitars, and assorted percussion
instruments of evangelist Ada Richards's ''I'm
Drunk and Real High (In the Spirit of God)"
come celebrating. Her shouts a little rougher,
her tone a little tougher, Sister Ada brings the
gospel and the funk.
Between these two stylistic exemplars lie
the thirty-six tracks of Born Again Funk and its
companion in The Numero Group's Good God!
series, A Gospel Funk Hymnal. The latter was
released in 2006, opening the book on releases
from tiny labels in Chicago, Detroit, and other

G
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Midwestern cities; the former came out earlier
this year with more of the same, expanding the
range of material from 1968 to 1985.
"We're coming on strong and staying
along," sing the Sensational Five, and the
immediate staying power of this whollypractical music is established. The grooves are
infectious, the call-and-response vocals involving, the very sound of the tracks inviting-it's
Seventies radio the way it might have been had
disco stayed on the dance floor. As lead vocalist Jessie Jeffcoat calls out each of the band
members by name to anchor the Sensational
Five Singing Sons' "Share Your Love (With
the Master)" you get the picture: Charles on
syncopated drums, David laying down a thick
bass, and James jamming with himself on
overdubbed guitars: "Ain't no harm to share
your love . . .. " These raw but professional performances stay true to the organic funk of JB,
Stevie Wonder, the Isley Brothers, and so many
more; it's what would have been called "down
home" at the time, the slickest sound that of
the all-but-forgotten clavinet (on Sister Soul's
Gladys Knight and the Pips-styled stomper
"Pray a Little Longer").
Before you think you missed something,
the producers of both volumes acknowledge
that gospel funk as a genre "barely exists."
Neither the product of a particular label or
A&R department, nor a documentable movement spread by self-conscious artists and
auteurs, compiler Rob Sevier and his team
present on these scintillating discs the results
of "years spent sifting through bland 45s and
LPs, searching for a few bars of God on the
good foot."
Another creative force at work in those
same cities during this time period, producing

excmng, inspmng music from shared margins, also crept across the country on vinyl
from small, independent, black-owned record
labels. Alternately known as "Afro-centric,"
"Deep" or "Spiritual" jazz, this danceable and
message-infused music from the melodic end
of the free jazz movement shares with gospel
funk a concern for carrying on Christian communities' attention to the daily bread of its
listeners. The aforementioned Pastor Barrett
ministered at Mt. Zion Church in Chicago to
Philip Cohran and other founding members
of the Association for the Advancement of

Creative Musicians. Their music, and that of
like-minded artists, can be found on another
recent compilation, Freedom, Rhythm &
Sound: Revolutionary jazz and the Civil Rights
Movement 1963-82, from Soul Jazz Records
in England.
The message on these two wonderful discs,
carried by drums, flutes, trumpets, saxophones,
organs, and group vocals, is familiar: the prophets' call to care for the widow, the orphan, the
self-esteem of the disenfranchised, the dignity
of the human person and other "realities of
African-American existence." Gospel music's
association with the Civil Rights Movement
is well known; that a "radicalization" of jazz
was going on at the same time, often returning
musicians to their roots in the church and its
music, is less often remembered. Stuart Baker

writes in the SJR set of a parallel turning away
from "the mainstream music industry and its
values-market-led forces, fame, hedonism"
and toward a role for jazz musicians as artists
and teachers, not merely entertainers. Jazz, like
gospel funk, "became a means of involvement
in the community rather than an escape from
it." While a heavy focus on self-determination
and economic empowerment would lead to
the Black Power movement at one extreme,
necessitating the liberation theology of James
H. Cone, less radical Christian musicians
found in artists collectives, community groups,
musicians associations, church-basement theater companies, and feed-the-people projects
such as Operation Breadbasket offered plenty
of opportunities to serve.
Two players in Cohran's Artistic Heritage
Ensemble (and members of Mt. Zion),
Vernon and Maurice White, took his electrified African thumb piano (the "francophone")
and made it a central element of their band
Earth, Wind & Fire. Listening to the music
found in the Good God! series, you can almost
see the worn jackets of those early EWF
albums strewn across the players' floor as they
take inspiration from the successful group's
light funk. Similarly, the achievements of the
Civil Rights Movement-and God's role in
them-manifested in the music and activism
of the artists featured on Freedom, Rhythm &
Sound, are celebrated amidst a roll call of Old
Testament heroes in the Apostles of Music's
freedom-shouting "Look Where He Brought
Us From" on A Gospel Funk Hymnal.
For those of us freed from the dusty debate
over "contemporary" or "blended" worship,
the idea of gospel funk is no stretch. While
back in California for a few months, I worshiped with a Covenant church whose band
featured not only electric bass-an essential
instrument for both volumes of Good God!
that makes frequent appearances on FRS-but
a battery of funky drummers, chicken-scratch
guitar, and a three-piece horn section. Players
on the Fountain of Life worship team even
took solos. And when congregants join the
three lead singers in celebrating God's goodTrinity 2010
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ness, they don't just get down, they get down
in Hebrew-sung to Latin rhythms.
While you won't hear words like "chabach" or "barak" on these discs, you will
respond to the exhortations of excited singers
whose exclamations of "Great God a'mighty,"
"Looky here" and "Waaaaaaiiiiiiit a minute"interspersed with requests for a witness-cut
through such tiresome distinctions as sacred
and secular, bringing one's attention to bear
on the hot, sweaty, earthy place where God's
grace gets funky.
Here is a blessing that the discs' compilers were slow to recognize. In the Hymnal's
liner notes, they are so hung up on the flaming swords that supposedly separate piety and
pop culture that they cannot see the Spirit at
work in all God's creation. It seems remarkable
to them that devotional sentiments can arise
amid "hot, sweaty, earthy sounds." Discussing
the outstanding choir-and-trap-set track "Oh
Yes My Lord" by the Voices of Conquest,
they describe the recording as "a battle for
who would be higher in the mix, God or the
Devil." Simply because they have a thunderous
drummer?! This is like saying that instruments
associated with rock 'n roll, rhythm and blues,
soul, funk, and hip-hop come with the Devil
in their details. By 2010, Sevier and company
have come to understand that for the musicians involved, the difference between sacred
and profane is found in the troubled human
soul; as the Fall is traditionally understood, it
wasn't the tree that was evil but what Adam
and Eve chose to do with its fruit.
Those affirming, accepting words-"Yes
Lord"-are repeated happily by the Hastings
Street Jazz Experience on FRS. But these were,
of course, tense times; and then as now, what
is considered "spiritual" is not necessarily
Christian but a mystical humanism, seeking
transition from restiveness to rest on the higher
ground of ethical perfection. This music can
be edgy, angry, impatient in its defense of the
human soul as something of intrinsic worth.
Archie Shepp's "Attica Blues" is a particularly
insistent example:
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IfI had the chance to make one decision
Every man could walk this earth in equal
conditions
Every child would do more than dream
>
upon a star.. ..
The lyrics were written by drummer Beaver
Harris in direct response to the 1971 prison
riot and given to the free-jazz altoist, moving
him in a funk direction. Such music reinforces Martin Luther King Jr.'s rejection of
the establishment's plea to "wait," as does the
Modulations' flame-fanning "This Old World
is Going Down" or the Pharaohs' "Freedom
Time," another FRS jazz performance flowing
from the same source as gospel funk.
Looky here. So often gospel music is heard
as coming from a rarified stratus, somewhere
between humans and angels, its conviction
that Christ has already triumphed over the
"Troubles of the World" seen a~ na·ive, or worse,
irresponsible. It is a great day when anyone
can be reminded by such releases as these that
gospel artists have had plenty to sing about
before concluding, as the Horace Family does
on A Gospel Funk Hymnal, that "God Will
Dry My Weeping Eyes." The desire to praise
God with loud, crashing cymbals arises from
the same urge to move as other forms of music
that have gone the way of entertainment or
diversion. The urge is right; what yo u do once
you've donned those matching velvet-lapelled,
bell-bottom suits is up to you. The glorified
grooves offered here make spiritual jazz and
gospel funk appealing choices, and the work
of these diligent musicologists much appreciated. May you dance as David danced. ;

J.D. Buhl wishes to thank Heather and the fine
folks at Fingerprints in Long Beach, California,
for providing him with this great music-and
so much more.

Eavesdropping on
America
Thomas C. Willadsen

ERE

IS

SOMETHING

HEROIC

ABOUT

riving at night. I do not often find myself
n long car trips after dark, but when I do
I love the feeling of being one of the few people
awake and monitoring the world at large. I tune
in my car's AM radio and slowly turn the dial,
seeking dinosaurs, those 50,000 watt beacons
of civilization that radiate across the continent
after dark. I live in the upper Midwest, and on
clear evenings a stunning array of signals can
be tuned in. I find myself eavesdropping on
America as I tool toward home.
I get great satisfaction out of figuring out
what cities the stations are based in. I listen for
local details in the ads, weather, traffic reports,
and news. "Traffic is slowed by late night work
on I-70," tells me my station is south of me. If
the time check shows they are an hour ahead, I
know that my station is coming from the east.
"The tri-state forecast for tomorrow ... " tells
me nothing. Twenty-five percent of American
metro areas call themselves "tri-state," it seems.
In the summer I love to tune in distant
baseball games. Figuring out which teams are
playing usually comes pretty quickly. It's also
easy to determine which team's broadcasters
I'm hearing. Even the announcers who are not
blatant "homers" show their allegiances readily. I get a special thrill when I can tune in the
same game and follow it by switching between
opposing teams of announcers.
won a Toshiba AM-FM-AFC radio, in
handsome leather case, at the Chicago Cub
Fan Club banquet in 1971. Shortstop Don
Kessinger was the featured speaker at the event.
Afterwards I waited in line for him to sign an
autograph. I have no recollection of what he
said, but I am confident it went like this:

I

After saying something mildly insulting
about the local dignitary who introduced him,
Kessinger said, "We've got a good lineup and
Leo's a good manager, tough but fair. I've seen
some of the prospects that are coming up in the
minor league system, and we've got some real
talent down there that you can bet you'll be seeing in Chicago this summer. I can't promise you
folks a pennant, bur I can promise that we'll
try our darndest for good fans like yourselves.
Thanks for coming out tonight and God bless."
Then I went home the proud owner of a
radio. Sometimes in the summer I would turn
it on and slowly move the dial up the AM band
and listen to whatever came in. I took special
delight in listening to ball games. I kept a list of
the different states from which I received signals. Back in the 1970s tuning the radio meant
turning the dial and making micro-adjustments
to it, and turning the antenna this way and that.
There was often a cool sci-fi sound, an eerie,
technical, mysterious wailing between stations.
My precision-guided car radio has made this
sound obsolete, though static remains.
In the winter I often find "radio savants"
who have call in shows. These jokers seem to be
experts on everything. "Listen, here's what you
should have done the second time those knotheads didn't fix your transmission ... " "You tell
your ex that he has a legal responsibility-!
don't care if you don't have a lawyer, he doesn't
need to know that!-a legal responsibility to
his offspring .. .." These programs are hard to
place geographically. Many proudly claim
their "coast-to-coast" reach, but they also get
tiresome. And tiresome is what I most need to
avoid as I try to stay awake.
I turn the dial. Ooh here's a station from
Toronto! What's the weather going to be in
Cleveland tomorrow?
The music on AM radio these days is never
contemporary. The rare AM rock stations play
nothing more recent than arena bands, skinny
white guys with big hair, that were popular
twenty years ago. The country stations are even
more retro. You'd swear that Red Sovine, Ferlin
Husky, and Eddie Arnold are in their primes if
you only listen to AM radio after 9 PM.
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There is often a heroic quality to the
country songs that get played late at night.
"Eighteen Wheels and a Dozen Roses" doesn't
sound mawkish at all when it's close to midnight and I'm still fifty miles from home. I
have never heard my favorite late night driving
song, "Lover" by the Michael Stanley Band,
on the radio, so sometimes I turn off the radio
and sing it to myself.
So I talk to the night, head for the light
Try and hold it on the road
Thank God for the man who put the
white lines
On the highway
AM radio helps me to stay awake but not too
awake. Ideally I want to fall asleep as soon as
my head hits the pillow. It also helps me leave
behind the pain and emotions that called me
to be far from home late at night.
am a Presbyterian minister. Sometimes when
churches are in crisis, I am invited to help
bring some perspective, peace, and healing. These meetings always take place in the
evening. For some reason the outsider is given
more credibility if he has driven more than fifty
miles to the meeting. It also helps if he wears
his "Dead Presbyterian" suit. The last time I
accepted such an assignment I attended the
church's board meeting and after an hour it was
obvious that the "marriage" between the pastor
and congregation could not be saved. The pastor was excused from the meeting. I called for
a stretch break, when we reconvened, I began
by saying, "Wow, she really doesn't listen." The
seventy-plus queen bee sitting across from me
said, "Can I move and second that?"
"Girlfriend!" I exclaimed, "The eat's away;
you can make any motion you want!"
Church boards never expect the expert summoned from a distant corner of the Presbytery
to sound like Oprah. And I am confident that
no one has called this dowager "girlfriend"
since the Eisenhower Administration. We
laughed together. They were in a different
place after that exchange and began discuss-

I
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ing severance options. Still, it was another
two hours before the meeting adjourned, then
another two hours to drive home.
It was a sad, emotional, and puzzling
meeting. I drove home and went over different exchanges in my mind. I slowly moved the
radio tuner in ten kilohertz increments. The
meeting's details faded from my mind, the
facts and chronology became less prominent.
What remained was a deep sadness that pastor
and congregation were parting ways.
I retreated from the stress of the board
meeting. I returned to my bedroom in West
Peoria, Illinois, and listened to my Toshiba
AM-FM-AFC radio, in handsome leather
case. I eavesdropped on America and encountered a different kind of stress. Ballgames were
won, and lost, dramatically in the late innings.
The savants ranted and we listeners were
diverted, perhaps entertained, by the problems for which the callers sought advice. The
arena boys keened and wailed, "Save my life,
I'm goin' down for the last time!"
I joined insomniacs across North America
and stayed put on a country station. I exulted
when Alabama sang of Daddy's phone call
home after abandoning his jack-knifed rig in a
snow bank in Illinois. This family's drama was
resolved in three minutes! Roll on, Daddy! I
tasted a sweet melancholy and sang along with
Eddie Rabbit and his windshield wipers, slappin' out a tempo, keepin' perfect rhythm with
the song on the radio. A few more songs on
the all night radio. I am almost home, but I
gotta keep rollin'. Heroically, with the company of radio listeners across the continent, I
was almost home. f

The Reverend Thomas C. Willadsen is pastor
of First Presbyterian Church in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin.
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An Abundant Enough
Paul Koch

Satis est, it is enough, means "it is enough" ....
This is not rocket science.

-Steven Paulson, preaching at a memorial
service for James Kittleson

W

E READ IN GALATIANS THAT WHEN

Peter came to Antioch, Paul confronted him. Peter had been a regular
table companion with unclean Gentiles until
the circumcision party arrived and found such
mingling uncouth. Paul had to remind Peter that
persons, be they circumcised or not, were justified by faith in Christ, not by keeping the law.
Peter ought to have understood matters of
salvation by faith alone. As the disciple who
denied Jesus and was told later to feed his sheep,
certainly he was aware of God's mercy. As the
recipient of a vision featuring beasts, reptiles, and
birds all lowered to earth on a blanket, the point
of which was God's acceptance of the uncircumcised, certainly he must have remembered that
salvation had gone out to the Gentiles; how
could one forget such a vision?
One can only assume that had Peter been
pressed at Antioch on the efficacy of the gospel,
he would have answered in the affirmative: "Yes,
we are saved by God's grace through faith." And
yet he was adding an "and" to the gospel-gospel
and works, faith and circumcision. He was acting as though grace and faith were powerful but
not enough: saving, yes, but not without some
help from the law. Given his druthers, he'd take
the circumcised over believing Gentiles.
It is telling that Paul mentions this incident in his letter to the Galatians, the epistle
which Luther affectionately called his "Katie
von Bora." In Galatians, Paul makes his case in

strong terms that we are saved by faith in Christ,
not by works of the law. Luther had to defend
his use of the word alone in his translation of
Romans 3:28-we are saved by faith alone-a
word not literally in the Greek text but necessary when rendering Greek into German. The
phrase faith alone did not make it into his translation of Galatians, though it belongs there just
as much. The Galatians thought something had
to be added to faith in the gospel, namely works
of the law, and so Paul had to rebuke and remind
them that they were saved not by works but by
faith, and not faith plus a little bit of works, nor
faith and some love to give it content or perfect
it, but faith alone.
Luther's theological heirs have always loved
this word alone. Its Latin equivalent, sola, has
attached itself to a handful of words-scripture,
faith, grace, and Christ-as a rallying cry of the
Reformation. It is not the gospel and something
else. No and is required. The gospel is sufficient.
The trouble with adding an and to the gospel is
that the and always comes to dominate. If we are
saved by faith plus something else, then we end
up hanging our hopes on that something else. If
it is faith plus circumcision, then it is safer not to
dine with Gentiles.
is insistence on the gospel's sufficiency
as given Lutherans a bad reputation on
everal fronts. There is something lean
about Lutheran theology, even freeing-the gospel alone really saves, nothing else is requiredand yet that leanness and freedom have been
misinterpreted as impoverishment and bondage. Lutherans have been criticized, both from
outside and within their own ranks, for being
impoverished in matters of ethics, ecclesiology,
liturgy, and, more recently, evangelical missions.
Lutheranism's detractors-or its supposed rescuers-have assumed that Luther did not give
adequate attention to these things or that his
successors have misconstrued him with beggarly
results.
Such criticisms become evident quickly in
conversations about ethics. Those who teach
and preach the most about justification by faith
alone are accused of hampering ethical discourse.
Trinity 2010
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For example, some of those dissatisfied by the
2009 ELCA Churchwide Assembly and its decisions about sexuality have laid the blame for the
church's ethical confusion at the feet of a late
theologian, Gerhard Forde. (For a sampling of
the conversation, visit www.lutheranspersisting.
wordpress.com)
Forde's enduring legacy is the centrality of justification by faith alone, combined
with a down-to-earth realization that justified

There is something lean about
Lutheran theology, even freeingthe gospel alone really saves,
nothing else is required-and
yet that leanness and freedom
have been misinterpreted as
impoverishment and bondage.

Christians find themselves inhabiting this world,
using their present lives to serve their neighbors.
Forde had no trouble expounding the law, and
he did so masterfully in Free to Be (1975), the
confirmation curriculum he wrote with fellow
professor Jim Nestingen, in which the demands
of the law are shown with far-reaching yet everyday implications.
Nevertheless, Forde also trusted in the power
of the gospel to create anew, meaning that the
believer truly lived a new life, like a healthy tree
that cannot help but produce good fruit, not
because it was told to do so but because that is
simply what healthy trees do. He acknowledged
that a forensic understanding of justification
has limitations, but only if its proponents forget the real death and resurrection that believers
undergo already on this side of the grave. In his
book justification: A Matter ofDeath and Life, he
argued that the forensic declaration of righteousness truly kills and makes alive. The Christian
who hears and believes Christ's word of forgive52
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ness is a new creation whose life spills over in
good works.
Forde gets himself into trouble because he
insists that the Christian has no need of the law.
He is following in Luther's footsteps, of course,
and those who find such a proposal unsettling
should read Luther's fine piece "How Christians
Should Regard Moses." Such a proposal is no less
unsettling when one sees it at work in the Book
of Acts, where sinners hear about Christ's forgiveness one moment and are sharing everything
they have with each other the next; no command
necessary.
It is helpful to recall Luther's belief that we
are simultaneously saint and sinner-articulated
in his 1535 Galatians commentary. Even after
the death and rebirth of Baptism, the old sinful flesh clings, and the old flesh needs the law.
Hence, we continue preaching it to our Christian
congregations. But the new self, the one born
of water and Spirit, is already beyond the law,
though very much stationed in this world, and
has no need of Moses.
In practical terms, the preacher continues
speaking words of law and gospel, command
and promise, ethics and justification. But the
preacher must also admit that the law and ethics have nothing on the power of the gospel and
justification actually to create new creatures that
live in obedience to their Lord's commands. The
Christian who has heard and believed the gospel
does not need the law to give content to the life
lived in faith. This is what irks Luther's critics. He
believed that the gospel is enough. Lutheran ethics are not impoverished. They are lean. Indeed,
at the right point-the point where faith creates
anew-Lutheran ethics don't even exist.
n similar fashion, the ELCA's theological crisis has raised concerns over the amount of
ecclesiological guidance in the Lutheran tradition. Some of the same voices who worry that
Lutherans don't have the ethical wherewithal to
prevent such crises also suspect that our lack of
universal church structures has something to do
with the mess. Forde got himself into trouble on
this point as well, and his reflections on ecclesiology continue to be invoked as the source of
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ecumenical problems (see the aforementioned
website for an example).
In the Lent 2010 newsletter for the Society
of the Holy Trinity, an association of Lutheran
pastors, Frank Senn proposed a more robust
ecclesiology as a way of strengthening any
future reconfigurations of Lutheranism in this
country. He mentions ecclesiology as a "shortcoming" within Lutheranism and claims that
the Reformation "made do with whatever
structures could be salvaged from the preReformation Catholic polity." It is true, the
Reformers had a full agenda, and one senses
in Luther's writings a lack of time for leisurely
reflection. But it would hardly be fair to suggest
that they gave sparse or disorganized attention
to matters of ecclesiology.
The Augsburg Confession and its Apology
are a far cry from slipshod, and they lay out
both the salutary contributions and important
limitations of manmade rites. Human traditions
may contribute to tranquility in the church, but
their use must never be treated as necessary for
righteousness before God, nor must any office
of ministry claim authority over Christ and his
word.
Luther was a busy man, but he and his fellow Reformers had plenty of opportunity to
think about ecclesiology. They wrote over and
over again that the church exists wherever the
gospel is preached and the sacraments administered, whether there are bishops or not, popes
or not, even buildings or not. Luther knew full
well what the ecclesiological options were and he
stuck to the sufficiency of the word to create and
sustain the church. He did not salvage but rather
allowed various church structures so long as they
did not confuse the basic order: the church is a
creation and servant of the word, not the other
way around.
It is ironic that the most ardent adherents to
the Augsburg Confession are labeled as impoverished in ecclesiology and as trouble-makers in
ecumenism. During the debates around Called
to Common Mission (CCM), the ELCA's fullcommunion agreement with the Episcopal
Church, CCM's opponents came out looking
like the bad guys of ecumenism-despisers of

inter-denominational cooperation-because they
argued against this particular pursuit of church
unity and its mandate of the historic episcopate.
Their argument, however, was that the Augsburg
Confession identifies unity wherever the gospel
is preached and the sacraments administered.
Such an argument does not close down ecumenism. It blows it wide open. Churches who
preach the gospel and administer the sacraments
can recognize each other as partners in the gospel; no manmade rite required. CCM didn't
open the door too widely for inter-denominational cooperation; it didn't open it far enough.
Again, Lutheran theology is lean, and this frees
churches to do their Christ-given ministry with
one another.
irty-six years ago, as the Lutheran Book of
Worship was preparing for launch, Oliver
Olson wrote a piece in Lutheran Quarterly
addressing several of the proposed hymnal's
problems (26:110-157). He faulted the hymnal, among other things, for its use of eucharistic prayers that turned the Words of Institution
("This is my body, given for you ... ") into prayers
spoken to God, rather than words from Christ
spoken to his sinners. Olson's proposal to fix this
problem was simple: add an Amen between the
eucharistic prayer and the Words of Institution
to make it clear that the words which followed
were no longer being spoken to God, but from
God to the congregation.
Toward the end of his article, Olson observed
that the majority of his criticisms were negative.
He had more to say about what should be deleted
from the hymnal than kept. At the same time,
he argued that Lutheran liturgies did not need
merely to repristinate orders from the sixteenth
century, nor did they have to be stripped-down
exercises in rationalism. The choice between
rationalistic services of the word and lush, ritualistic ceremonies was a false alternative. It is
possible, Olson argued, for Lutherans to employ
all kinds of liturgical practices, so long as they
did not muddle the basic article of justification
by faith apart from works of the law. If a eucharistic prayer made the Lord's Supper appear like
something we were offering to God rather than
Trinity 2010
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something he was offering to us-our work
rather than God's-then it would have to be
rejected. God's work is sufficient.
Again, we can see how Lutheran theology
could be viewed as impoverished. Those who
insist on classical eucharistic prayers will be
greeted by theologians like Olson with WireOut. Liturgically, however, we really are free.
We are free to put on albs and chasubles. We
are free to light incense. We are free to raise
our hands when praying or fold them. We are
free to have gospel processions or forego them.
What we are not free to do, however, is contradict Christ's word. If he has commanded
something, we do it. If he has forbidden something, we avoid it. Most certainly, if a liturgical
practice would confuse or silence his sweet gospel, we denounce it.
Likewise, we do not burden consciences with
decrees that are not found in scripture. Liturgical
practitioners must speak gently when guiding others in how to worship. Recently I hear
people enunciate the word ordo with the same
pious inflection they once reserved for God's
own name, and consequently I hear Christians
feeling scolded because the ways they've been
worshiping their entire lives don't look enough
like recently uncovered liturgies of the fourth
century.
The sufficiency of the gospel has never meant
that Christians only preach sermons. Watch the
Christians of the early church as they pray, share
their possessions, and feed the hungry. Watch
Luther as he prepares worship services both
in Latin and German. Watch contemporary
Lutherans worship, and you will see them singing the greatest hymns of the church, praying the
liturgy, and receiving the sacraments. Their worship services will not all look the same, but their
proclamation will have a marked similarity in its
direction from a gracious God to the sinners he
loves.
n some Lutheran circles, evangelical missions
are receiving greater attention. It is predictable
that critics find just as much impoverishment
in the Lutheran tradition for these matters as
well. I recall a seminary professor claiming that
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early Lutheran Reformers were too busy with
other matters to articulate a doctrine of missions
(which sounds familiar to concerns over ecclesiology). Likewise, a speaker at a synod assembly
was recently heard saying, "We Lutherans get
the grace part, but what we don't understand is
that with the grace comes a call to share the gospel." Anytime someone claims that people get
the grace part, sirens should go off Nobodywhether they're Lutheran, Catholic, Baptist, or
otherwise-really gets the grace part. Sinners all,
we constantly need someone preaching to us the
good news. The assembly speaker was insinuating that grace is the basics, and once we understand the basics, we need to get beyond them
or add something to them. But grace is always
sufficient. Those who, by God's grace, do get the
grace part, do not need to be reminded to share
it. The healthy tree naturally produces good
fruit.
Perhaps whenever any subject becomes
popular enough for synod assembly speakers to
address it, we will hear about an impoverishment
in the Lutheran tradition, a gap just waiting to
be filled. The Lutheran tradition will always look
thin to someone looking to add an and to the
gospel.
In the end, complaints about Lutheranism's
impoverishment sound like the child who complains to his parents: "You never let me do
anything!" Parents can take their children to the
beach, play their favorite games, and buy them
lots of treats along the way, but even an indulgent parent has to know when to say no. When
the child asks to juggle knives or watch late-night
television on a school night, a parent has to draw
boundaries.
In the same way, Lutheran theology draws
boundaries. Lutherans are indulgent, not only
allowing but even enjoying a diversity of thoughts
and experiences-we get to claim a share in the
formation not only of J. S. Bach but of Ace
Frehly as well, guitarist for the heavy-metal band
KISS-but when the gospel is threatened, when
God's word is compromised, when Christ's sufficiency is challenged, then Lutherans say no. At
that point, complaints of impoverishment must
simply be ignored.

More importantly, though, Lutheran theology recognizes the sufficiency of Christ's word
for salvation, and if this is so, then it compels its
confessors to preach it. This is not just a parent
telling his child no to something bad but rather a
parent insisting on something really good: "Trust
me, you'll love it." Christ's word is enough, not
the way a morsel of dry bread is enough to satisfY hunger but the way a feast of fat things full

of marrow and wines on the lees well refined is
enough to last an eternity. -"~

Paul Koch is pastor of Wannaska Lutheran Parish
in rural northwestern Minnesota.
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LECTURE IN PASTELS
Near the end of spring semester, Professor
Phlox begins her lecture on the nature
and the character of bliss. "Remember
this:" she says. "Eternity is overrated. The ethereal is treasured
primarily by over-thinkers whose
conclusion is to dwell on the ideal.
But those abstractions-truth and beauty, time
and power-interrupt the means of bliss:
i

l

the sturdy kiss of lavender, the rich
and pitchy ride of soil, the noble trill
of this very April. Let's not take notes

:

on this except with ears, eyes, and noses.
Absorb the is. Forget tomorrow's quiz."
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Mary M. Brown
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Living Poetically
Joel Kurz

N

EARLY EIGHTY YEARS AGO, NATURALIST

Henry Beston wrote these far-fromoptimistic words to the Rev. Dr. J.
Luther Neff: "I see no future for this form of
civilization with its brutal egotism, its absence
of poetic relation to the earth, and its failure
to give the meagerest life religious significance"
(60). When so much of this world's life is
looked at in terms of "resources" and "assets"
to be utilized, Beston's talk of "poetic relation"
sounds not only utterly foreign but ludicrous
at that.
What Beston was getting at is closely akin
to what Evelyn Underhill wrote (around the
same time) regarding God the Creator and
those who live transfixed by wonder: "To stand
alongside the generous Creative Love, maker of
all things visible and invisible (including those
we do not like) and see them with the eyes
of the Artist-Lover is the secret of sanctity." It
comes as little surprise that she sets forth St.
Francis as a prime example, but it comes as
a big and likely disconcerting shock to many
that she holds up next "that rapt and patient
lover of all life, Charles Darwin, with his great,
self-forgetful interest in the humblest and tiniest forms of life-not because they were useful
to him, but for their own sakes-[who] fulfilled one part of our Christian duty far better
than many Christians do" (14-15). What is
needed, she contends, are "eyes cleansed by
prayer and bro ught into focus by humility"
so that we look at this natural world, including ourselves, not through the "blasphemous
and absurd" lenses of economic self-interest
but with the sense of awed admiration for the
intricate beauty of creatureliness. We are called
to view life poetically; to stand entranced by
the profound mystery of existence instead of
56
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being misled by the skewed vision of utilitarianism.
Most Christians are familiar with Ephesians
2 : 10 ("For we are God's workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works .. . "), but
few are aware that the word most often translated as workmanship or craftsmanship is the
source of our word poem-poiema. To grasp
the significance of this demands that we get
past the narrowly prescribed understanding of
what is "poetic" and arrive at a broader, more
expansive, perception. After all, everything
truly deserving of the title "poetry" emerges
as a response to the created-the "what is."
Helpful here are the words of Yeats's father,
"What can be explained is not poetry," and the
observation of J. M. Synge: "When men have
lost their poetic feeling for ordinary life, and
cannot write poetry of ordinary things, their
exalted poetry is likely to lose its strength of
exaltation ... " (Sandburg, xxii and xxiv) . It is
in this vein that Dylan Thomas could assert
that his poems, "with all their crudities, doubts
and confusions, are written for the love of Man
and in praise of God, and I'd be a damn' fool
if they weren't" (1957).
o his statement about being crafted in
Christ Jesus to do good works, St. Paul
added that we are to do them in a way
as repetitive and continuous as walking. That,
it seems, is exactly where we find it the hardest to make a poetic connection to our lives
and those teeming around us: in the tedium
and ordinary of the everyday. Elsewhere, Paul
wrote in defense of his and Timothy's conduct,
"we behaved in the world with simplicity and
godly sincerity, not by earthly wisdom but by
the grace of God" (2 Corinthians 1: 12). The
word translated simplicity in the Greek infers
mental honesty, singleness, freedom from pretense, and the lack of self-seeking-the very
definition of sincerity as well. Increasingly
insightful is the way both words' Latin origins point to a seamless fluidity of integrity:
simplicity meaning literally "without a fold"well-woven-and sincerity, "without wax"applied to pure honey and pottery free from

T

cracks that were filled with wax and rubbed to
hide the impairments (Shipley 91 and 324).
Both refer to an evident "wholeness" which
I equate with the "poetic" way a created existence is to be lived.
Rather than straight-jacketing us into rigid
dogmatism, Christianity is about freeing us for
lives of orthodoxy-literally "right praise"which flow from the awareness that this is
not solely a fallen but a redeemed Creation.
Ultimately, the Christian life is not to be predictably rhymed verse or crude doggerel, it is
to be a life continually transfixed and transformed by the Muse who is the Spirit of the
Living God. How many Christians though
can, with all honesty, find their lives in Christ
resonant with the poetic? For most, I dare say,
life consists of following the prescribed dictates
of a moral code instead of reveling in the mystery of the Eternal One who is always present
in our time and place, whether good or bad.
Superb examples of life so visibly entwined
with the poetic act of creation come from two
individuals about whose religious faith I am
uncertain: Andy Goldsworthy and Philippe
Petit. Goldsworthy, the artist who makes
arrestingly stunning works directly from and
in Nature, aims not for the "immortality" of
the museum but for thoughtful reflections on
fragility and impermanence that are themselves fragile and impermanent. Watching his
craftsmanship poetically emerge and destruct
in the film Rivers and Tides: Working with
Time (2001) is a mindful encounter with the
beauty, endurance, and transience of created
existence. Petit, the subject of the film Man
on Wire (2008), demonstrates how the seemingly trivial act of high-wire walking can be
none other than breathtaking physical poetry.
His forty-five minutes on a wire less than an
inch thick, more than a quarter of a mile up in
the air-between the newly completed World
Trade Center's twin-towers-in 1974, take on
even more meaning after those buildings have
crumbled. On the heels of Petit's own phenom-

enally disciplined accomplishment, however,
came the undisciplined self-indulgence which
led to the destruction of relationships with the
very people who helped him achieve that day's
crowning moment.
Goldsworthy and Petit are worthy of consideration, for along with reaching T. S. Eliot's
famed "still point of the turning world," they
remind us that the poetic in life arrives at the
heart of creativity even as it also, inevitably,
succumbs to the limitations inherent within it.
Living poetically is not about naive ignorance
but mindful awareness. It is about ecstasy that
truly entails standing outside of ourselves to see
ourselves more clearly. It is about seeing that
worship is not to be an escape from life in the
world but the embrace of it. It is about seeing
that resurrection comes only after death and
burial. And it is about knowing in the face of it
all, as James Stephens reminded, that even then
"the poet makes grief beautiful." f

Joel Kurz is pastor of Bethlehem Lutheran Church
in Warrensburg, Missouri.
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was born he was destined to resist liberalism
for, as he sees it, if praying and promising are
real, autonomy is not. Liberalism's assertion
of autonomy as the core human virtue makes
no sense because it cannot explain why anyone would keep a promise that proves costly
to personal happiness. In the most touching
reflection of the memoir, Hauerwas recalls the
pain of his parents when they realized that due
to their decision to dedicate their gifted son to
God's service, he would enter a world they could
neither understand nor share. Nevertheless,
Hauerwas recalls, "They let me go on; they
let me enter a world foreign to them, because
they thought I was serving God." And again
he notes, "my parents let me go" which was
"a testimony to the truthfulness of their lives"
(44). From his parents Hauerwas learned that
freedom is not the autonomy to do as I will but
the capacity to remain truthful especially when
it is personally costly.
Formation in truthfulness continued for
Hauerwas as a laborer on his father's brick crew.
By separating liberal learning from manual
labor, classical philosophy failed to appreciate
the truth Hauerwas's father embodied; namely,
"the superior good that comes to those whose
lives are honed by a craft" (40). In Hauerwas's
insightful reflections on work, three aspects
of the moral worth of work emerge. First, to
paraphrase G. K. Chesterton, work teaches
us that anything worth doing is worth doing
badly. That is to say, if there is a job that needs
doing, you get started and keep going rather
than waiting for conducive conditions. Why
is Hauerwas so prolific? Why did he work so
long at holding together a marriage with a
mentally unstable woman? Why is his conception of the Christian life so free of the paralysis
that comes of pitting faith against works? One
answer is that being a laborer taught him that
"you have to get it done before it rains" (86).
The lesson learned from manual labor was, in a
more sophisticated way, repeated in his studies
at Yale, with professors Hartt and Holmer, who
showed Hauerwas "that theology was best done
as a form of practical reason" (59). This means
that we cannot be sure of the truthfulness (or

falseness) in our theological theorizing and
believing unless and until it becomes embodied in our lives. If nothing else, embodying our
faith concretely reveals our propensity for failure and the need for grace.
The second theological insight gained from
a craft is that anything worth doing badly is
worth doing better. Before Hauerwas read
about Aristotle's insight that we become better by habit, he saw it embodied in his father
who was "formed by years of 'doing it right"'
(37). Third, we become better, to paraphrase
C. S. Lewis, not by focusing on what we have
done wrong but by knowing what to do next.

Hauerwas recalls the pain of his
parents when they realized that
due to their decision to dedicate
their gifted son to God's service,
he would enter a world they could
neither understand nor share.

Knowing what to do next, be it in masonry or
morals, requires a shared conception of what it
means to make progress. The edifice rescues the
habitual laying of brick after brick from tedium
and allows criticism of bad work to be edifying,
even when it involves cursing.
Preaching, it was thought, would be
Hannah's child's work, so Hauerwas prepared
for his labor by reading widely, which led him
to authors who caused him to wonder if "all
this Christianity stuff was not all it was cracked
up to be" and to think that he "might not want
to be a Christian at all" (7). Hannah's child,
now an unbelieving undergraduate, went to
Southwestern University, where he prepared
for pastoral ministry under the tutelage of
Professor John Score. Score, who understood
that the liberal arts were the best preparation
for pastoral work, started Hauerwas readTrinity 2010
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mg Plato, which gave theoretical support to
the truth Hauerwas already had learned at
home; namely that knowledge and virtue are
intertwined so that being truthful "requires a
lifelong transformation of the self." Hauerwas's
experience of pastoral formation through liberal education ought to be normative. His life
reflects an uncomplicated theory of education
which is captured in the admission, "I cannot
separate what I think from who I know" ( 196).
The truth is, as Gilbert Meilaender points out,
a good liberal arts education requires nothing
more than the regular meeting of "a thoughtful
teacher well schooled in his discipline," with "a
genuinely interested student," around "important texts." As for Score, when asked about his
part in shaping Hauerwas's character, he said,
"How could you be a mentor to a volcano"
(234)?
As a first-year professor at Augustana
College, Hauerwas discovered that "Lutheran
identity" had a useful plasticity. By teaching
students that they were "in some generalized
way Lutheran, which meant in some vague way
that they thought they were Christian," their
parents could be assured "that by sending their
daughters to Augustana they would not lose the
virginity they had already lost in high school"
(77). For Hauerwas general and vague theology
is boring. Theology becomes interesting when
it considers the things that make "no sense if
the one true God is not fully present in Jesus
Christ" (283). If what Scripture says about God
is true, Christians will recognize that "our lives
are contingent... (and) out of our control,"
and will conclude that if, at any time we think
we "rule the world," it is a sure sign we are "in
the grip of a deep delusion" (231). Hauerwas
gives examples of prosperous and politically
connected Christians being reminded (by him)
that their wealth and influence are theologically
uninteresting because Jesus' death and resurrection are not needed to explain why people are
attracted to money or power.
Truthfulness requires residence in a community where "Bullshit (is) not allowed"(45).
For Hauerwas, these communities have been
the bourgeois family, the church, and the uni60
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versity. Hauerwas has been mostly critical of
the bourgeois family; however, to be truthful , he had to acknowledge his debt to the
stability of his parent's marriage and the benefits of growing up in a home ordered to faith
and work. His rich relationship with his son
is something every father would desire, and
he shows how his struggles to keep a troubled
marriage together now fuel his deep satisfaction
in his second marriage. While Hauerwas's writings have given us "a fresh way to think about
the church" (250), his particular church experiences have little importance in his memoir.
This seems to be less the hazard of being, in his
words, a high-church Mennonite, and more
reflective of the importance of the university in
his life and especially the conflicts which have
helped him better understand what it means
for a university community to be truthful and
how the university and church relate.
As I noted, Hauerwas's educational ideal
is summarized in his admission, "I cannot separate what I think from who I know"
(196). What liberal learning requires is not the
impersonal or disembodied dissemination of
information. At its best, liberal learning approximates an apprenticeship in thinking-the
kind Hauerwas had with John Score-which
involves conversation between master and pupil
over important texts. But Hauerwas's idea of
the university is rivaled by the practicality of
bureaucratic managers, disguised in academic
garb. The chief villain is Dennis Campbell,
the former Dean of the Duke Divinity School,
whom, notes Hauerwas, lacked the academic
credentials to attain a faculty position but had
the "one great skill" of knowing "how to live
among powerful and important people"(192).
And, admits Hauerwas, when his vision of the
university came up against bureaucratic methods, Campbell always was able to "outmaneuver
people like me."
'll not spoil the fun by disclosing any more
of these interesting conflict passages. Rather,
I mention the bureaucratic manager because
it resonates with the not-so-faint overtones of
Alasdair Macintyre's work. One of Macintyre's
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main achievements, accomplished over the span
of a decade, was to map out how communities
which are not ordered by truth must be ordered
by some or another form of power. Three of his
books, After Virtue (1981), Whose justice, Which
Rationality? (1988), and Three Rival Versions
of Moral Inquiry (1990), constitute a complex
argument that arrives at the deceptively simple
conclusion; we have come to a moral impasse
and must choose to follow Aquinas's conception of the truth or accept Nietzsche's claim
that only power matters. Nietzsche thought
that accepting power meant being ruled by a
class of supermen. Macintyre shows that what
it means is being ruled by super managers who
promise results.
Reading Hauerwas's memoir was a sweet
and sad reminder of how much time has passed
since Hauerwas, interpreting Macintyre, gave
many of us, "a fresh way to think about the
church'' (250). When we first read Macintyre's
reference to Christians at the time of the fall of
Rome forming communities of virtue and his
appeal for a new St. Benedict, we thought he
was talking about the church. He wasn't, but
Hauerwas was, and eventually Macintyre would
be too. So much time has passed and so little has
changed for either the church or the university.
What has changed for some is that we can now
better appreciate the church's dependence on
the liberal arts, and, as Macintyre demonstrates
in his recent book, God, Philosophy, Universities:
A Selective History of the Catholic Philosophical
Tradition, how liberal learning depends upon
Christian theology.
Macintyre's argument, presented as a history, shows how the debate between revealed
theological truth and natural philosophical
truth has shaped the conception of rationality
that has been crucial to our understanding of
the university. At least it was until around 1700,
when a key momentum shift called modernity,
enlightenment, or secularism happened and
thinkers began to take "the truth of atheism for
granted" (147). More and more religion was
thought to lack "rational justification" (76), and
so one was either rational or religious. Religion
maintained a marginal place in the university

so long as it echoed other academic disciplines,
but, on the whole, it was relegated to the personal and private. Then, sometime at the end
of the twentieth century, another momentum
shift happened, this time toward something
called post-modernity in which every claim of
truth and rationality was considered a disguise
of power. There is no such thing as truth, which
means the best we can strive for are results. It

So much time has passed and so little
has changed for either the church
or the university. What has changed
for some is that we can now better
appreciate the church's dependence
on the liberal arts. And, as Macintyre
demonstrates, how liberal learning
depends upon Christian theology.

has taken several centuries for this part of the
story to play out, but now we can see that by
accepting the "modern" truth of atheism we
swerved into the old mistake of choosing to be
successful over choosing to be good. (Who's to
say what goodness is?)
Macintyre's narrow audience, the Catholic/
Christian university, must come to realize that
there has been yet another-though very modest-momentum shift that began with Leo
XIII's Rerum Novarum (1891) and gained its
most public exposure in the assertion of John
Paul II's papal encyclical, Fides et Ratio (1998),
that reason and faith are not exclusive, but, says
Macintyre, that "Reason... needs Christian
faith, if it is to do its own work well" (152).
Who could have imagined one or two generations ago that the most important defenders of
the humanities curriculum would be the two
popes, John Paul II and Benedict XVI? It comes
as no surprise to Macintyre who persuasively
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shows that the energy fueling the humanities
has always come from an ongoing argument
between the truths of revealed theology and
natural philosophy.
This connection was most clearly articulated by Cardinal John Henry Newman in
The Idea of the University (1854). Here he
stated that "The aim of a university education
is not to fit students for this or that particular profession or career ... but to cultivate "the
perfection or virtue of intellect." To be human

Macintyre's story shows how the
debate between theology and
philosophy, that once defined and
energized the medieval university, can
repeat its soul restoring work today.

means to pursue the truth, which, in turn
requires that we "engage fruitfully in conversation and debate ... " in order to obtain "insights
and arguments from a variety of disciplines
to bear on particular complex issues." A university education cannot make us truthful. It
can, however, teach students that to be open to
the truth we need the virtues of humility and
patience and the linguistic skills necessary for
thinking. Having virtue and skill, we can enter
into the discussion focused on the "complex
relationships between the myriad of particular
facts," trusting that truth is discovered on the
far side of disagreement. This article of religious
faith, grounded in the unity of the rational creation, is nowhere more clearly expressed than
when scholars express themselves with the kind
of clarity and coherence that makes their truth
claims "maximally vulnerable to refutation."
The university that arose in the thirteenth
century was the result of an ongoing debate
that began with Augustine, who concluded
that divine illumination was needed to preserve
the thinker from skepticism. This question was
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taken up by the philosopher Boethius whose
conception of the liberal arts was adopted by
the medieval university and who refused to
judge between Plato, who believed that universal truth and ultimate reality existed in forms
apart from the physical world, and Aristotle,
who found truth within the world as we experience it. Boethius's unwillingness to take sides
on this question ensured that the Hellenistic
debate over the relationship of ideas to the
concrete world would be crucial to the way
Christian thinkers puzzle over what it means to
be human in light of God's relationship to the
world as Creator and Redeemer. From the perspective of the Christian intellectual tradition,
our thinking about what it means to be human
is defective unless it is open to the truths of
both natural philosophy and revealed theology.
So, notes Macintyre, it is "the task of philosophy ... to examine the nature of finite beings and
things, consider their causes, which rendered
natural knowledge of God." And again, it is "the
task of theology. . . to see how God related to
finite things and beings" (74). The conversation
between natural and revealed truth, involving
characters like Anselm, Aquinas, Descartes,
and Pascal and conversations with Islamic and
Jewish thinkers, enables "us to identify accurately where the line between faith and reason
is to be drawn, something that cannot be done
from the standpoint of reason, but only from
that of faith. Reason therefore needs Christian
faith, if it is to do its own work well" (152).
If Scripture reveals truths we cannot know by
other means, the separation of faith from learning must result in confusion, particularly the
confusion over the "relationship of language to
the world" (160). Elsewhere Macintyre quotes
Nietzsche's aphorism, "I fear we are not getting
rid of God because we still believe in grammar."
Nietzsche rightly recognized that "belief in God
is covertly present" in "the structure oflanguage."
The corollary is unavoidable; by accepting the
truth of atheism, it was inevitable that language
studies (rhetoric, logic, dialectic), the core of the
humanities, wouldeventuallycome to seem unimportant. To be sure, the philosophical prejudices
of materialism and naturalism in the univer-
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Two recent studies, Michael J. Sandel's justice:
What's the Right Thing to Do? (Farrar, Straus,
David K. Weber is Lecturer in Theology at
Valparaiso University.
and Giroux, 2009) and Charles Marsh and John
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Perkins's Welcoming justice: God's Movement
Toward Beloved Community (InterVarsity, 2009),
move us in this direction. Despite these books'
differences, they help us to realize that justice is
a virtue that needs roots not only in a particular
place and time, but also in a particular community of people. For Sandel, justice needs roots
in a well-defined polis. For Marsh and Perkins,
justice needs roots in a well-defined polis that is
nothing other than the Church.

For Sandel, justice needs roots in a
well-defined polis. For Marsh and
Perkins, justice needs roots in a welldefined polis that is nothing other
than the Church.

Michael Sandel began his career at Harvard
University in 1980, where he is currently the
Anne T. and Robert M. Bass Professor of
Government. His justice course, in which over
14,000 students have cumulatively enrolled,
is one of the most popular in the university's
history-so much so that it began airing on
PBS in the fall of 2009 (see www.justiceharvard.org for more details). Sandel's previous
works include his edited collection Liberalism
and its Critics (1984), Democracy's Discontent:
America in Search ofa Public Philosophy ( 1996),
Public Philosophy: Essays on Morality in Politics
(2005), and The Case Against Perfection: Ethics
in the Age of Genetic Engineering (2007). Justice
emerges as a recurring theme in many of these
works, but it is the definitive focus of both his
first book, Liberalism and the Limits of justice
(1982), and his most recent edited collection,
justice: A Reader (2007).
In justice: What's the Right Thing to Do?
Sandel evaluates and categorizes historical
perspectives of justice based on three basic
understandings. The first understanding
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focuses on the concept of welfare as championed by Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart
Mill. Bentham claims the aim of justice is to
maximize pleasure and minimize pain. Mill
attempts to incorporate individual rights by
proposing that if the majority respects the individual rights of the minority, they provide the
most utilitarian pleasure in the long-term.
Sandel's second understanding of justice
focuses on the concept of freedom, which
he begins to explore by introducing Milton
Freidman and the idea of libertarianism.
Paramount to the concept of freedom is the
ability of individuals to volunteer their consent
or to deny it. Within the freedom-centered
understandings of justice, battles between
rival camps over the nature of the markets are
fierce. The first camp, the libertarian or laissezfaire camp, proposes that unfettered markets
allow for the sovereignty of human freedom by
respecting and preserving the voluntary choices
made by consenting adults. The second camp,
the fairness camp, believes that unfettered markets require policies to correct disadvantages
in the system and to safeguard true fairness of
opportunity.
Finally, Sandel associates Aristotle with the
third understanding of justice, in which justice
comes from dispersing what people deserve
to those who deserve it. What they deserve is
dependent on their merit, and merit is determined by an ability to act in accord with a
particular telos or purpose.
Sandel spends the latter portion of this book
proposing two critical contributions to this discussion of justice. The first is the emphasis he
places on community. For Sandel, we cannot
fully make sense of our life stories without first
understanding the larger narratives of which our
lives are a part. In addition to the two categories
of moral responsibility-voluntary obligations
and natural obligations-Sandel proposes a
third category of solidarity or membership
obligations, proposing that an individual may
possess involuntary responsibilities to those
who share in the same narrative.
Sandel's second major contribution to the
discussion of justice is his idea of moral engage-

ment in the public square. He proposes that
part of forging a just society is ensuring the
existence of an environment that recognizes
the conflicting opinions that are sure to arise,
especially regarding questions of justice, which
are some of the most important questions with
which any society wrestles. When opinions do
conflict and we seek to discover answers, it is
not desirable to exclude any portion of ourselves
or our respective cultures from these deliberations. In summary, Sandel writes, "To achieve
a just society we have to reason together about
the meaning of the good life, and to create a
public culture hospitable to the disagreements
that will inevitably arise" (261). This creation,
both of public squares and of our subsequent
willingness to view them as arenas for deliberation over matters critical to the lives we share in
common, proves to be the fertile ground from
which our convictions concerning justice can
then grow.
n Welcoming justice: God's Movement Toward
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Beloved Community, Charles Marsh and
John Perkins contend that the ground from
which justice can grow is the Church. In this
third volume in InterVarsity Press's Resources
for Reconciliation series (edited by Emmanuel
Katongole and Chris Rice), Marsh and Perkins
come together to develop an understanding
of the Church that is deeper and richer than
more secular understandings of community.
For the authors, community is a gathering of
the beloved. Marsh is a professor of religion
at the University of Virginia. Perkins is a civil
rights activist and founder of Voice of Cavalry
Ministries in Jackson, Mississippi. In alternating, responsive essays, the two look forward to
seeing how this view of the Church community, a view first defined in this particular way
by Martin Luther King Jr. can be a "new social
space inaugurated by the great event of the
cross where all people are invited to partake in
the welcoming table of God" ( 102).
Finding great wisdom in efforts such as the
Civil Rights movement, Marsh and Perkins call
for the creation of a new social space. Marsh
opens by contending that:

The Civil Rights movement teaches
us that faith is authentic when it stays
close to the ground. And it reminds us
of faith's essential affirmations: showing
hospitality to strangers and outcasts;
affirming the dignity of created life;
reclaiming the ideals of love, honesty
and truth; embracing the preferential
option of nonviolence; and practicing
justice and mercy. (20-21)
Marsh contends that the key to the movement's
ability to stay close to the ground, to live out
these ideals which then make justice possible
for all peoples, was closely tied to its ability
to remain "anchored in the church-in the
energies, convictions and images of the biblical narrative and the worshipping community"
(22). Moments when the Civil Rights movement severed itself from this community also
prove to be moments when the movement lost
its way. As a result, visions of the peaceable
kingdom were often sacrificed for the shortlived gains of violence. Marsh then contends
that "Removed from its home in the church,
the work of building beloved community withered and died. Unanchored from its animating
vision of beloved community, the Civil Rights
movement lost its spiritual and moral focus"
(25).
While the movement might have lost its
focus on a national scale, it lived on in various
local contexts. Perhaps one of the places where
that focus remained most clear is in the efforts
led by John Perkins. Recognizing the challenges
that Marsh identifies, Perkins responds by offering that beloved community:
... begins with a place. I've preached
relocation all my life because the communities I've been part of have been
abandoned. Everybody left, so I called
them to come back. But my real concern
is for the place. If the church is going
to offer some real good news in broken
communities, it has to be committed
to a place. We can't just be a commuter
church in the community. (114)
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For Perkins, commitment to a place involves
three different efforts. First, communities need
to provide places where children can be valued
members-places that affirm that the future
matters. Second, communities need to provide
places that are beautiful-places that affirm that
the present matters. Finally, communities need
to provide places for people in the present to get
to know one another-places that invite them
not only to draw upon the wisdom of the past
but also to plan for the future. Stemming from
the vision of the beloved community, Marsh
offers that "It may sound simple, but I think
you've got to have neighbors you talk to and get
to know before you can love your neighbor as
yourself" (115). These commitments grant the
kind of space that is needed for people not only
to deliberate about what is just, but also to live
out those convictions.
If possible contexts for practice abound,
including the Church, why then does it prove
to be so hard to cultivate the roots of justice?
Perhaps the answer has something to do with
the forces now afoot in the age in which we live.
In A Secular Age, Charles Taylor notes that we
live in what he refers to as an age of mobilization. While the roots of justice take time and
intentionality to cultivate, too often people are
not encouraged or even allowed truly to dwell
in a particular place. By mobilization, Taylor is
referring to "a process whereby people are persuaded, pushed, dragooned, or bullied, into new
forms of society, church, association" (445). As
a result, forces in other places, most often eco-
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nomic forces, invite us to relocate in order to
facilitate greater forms of financial prosperity.
The bottom line is that many of us move first
and foremost to places where jobs exist. As a
result, the roots of justice are not given time to
take hold and flourish.
Perhaps the wisdom offered by Sandel and
by Marsh and Perkins is that we should stay
put and invest in those people who live immediately around us. We need to learn to live in
a particular place and with particular people.
While economic well-being is nothing to take
lightly, perhaps the convictions that define
the beloved community call us also to consider other vital priorities. Even through the
recession we have watched some of our fellow
brothers and sisters in Christ see their commitment to particular places as being greater than
their commitments to particular professions.
Although these decisions proved difficult, they
decided that the core of their identity was more
closely tied to the people with whom they lived
than their commitment to a particular form of
work. We may learn from these decisions, however painful, as we seek the places where justice
may flourish. f
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